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Guest Editorial
Ray Grigg

Explaining Trump and Brexit!
The extraordinary decision of Great Britain to leave the European Union and
the bizarre rise of Donald Trump have been a vote of non-confidence for the whole
socio-economic structure that is the foundation of our modern materialistic culture. Put
succinctly, the system is not delivering and distributing its promised benefits, frustrated
and disillusioned citizens are searching for change, and the best they can do is to reject
the status quo.
Local communities everywhere are haunted by the sorry necessity for food banks, the sad
plight of the homeless, and rising rates of poverty. If the system is so successful, what
explains these social injustices? Free trade agreements and the corporate forces of globalization are crippling the autonomy of governments, destroying employment security and
disenfranchising voters.
Add to this corrosive pall the demoralizing effects of ubiquitous pollution, a world-wide
energy structure in upheaval, the intractable malaise of the Great Recession, the insanity
of terrorism, record numbers of refugees, and a rising human population that is crowding
into cities. And hovering over these shadows is a warming planet with all the concomitant
threats that come with it.
The total social effect is an immense anxiety and uncertainty that expresses itself in unpredictable and aberrant ways. Perhaps many people haven’t carefully analyzed the litany of
circumstances that are making them uneasy, or they can’t clearly articulate exactly what
is amiss. But they know how they feel. And they want change – although the change they
get may not be what they want.
Ray Grigg, Quathiaski Cove, BC

At the ’Shed

Thank you to long time volunteer and dear friend Gloria Jorg, who has decided to give
up tracking down the typos and glitches that try to sneak into print. She is sorely missed
but leaves behind a solid crew of proof readers to pick up the burden.
The Feature Section this issue has been produced by the good folks at the Burns Bog
Conservation Society, where Eliza Olson has served as the first and only president for 27
years. While still teaching, Eliza decided to take action against plans to develop Burns
Bog and, along with others, successfully halted the destruction of the bog. Eliza has created environmental education programs for people of all ages. She truly believes that the
key to protecting the environment is to educate the public about its importance and she
has built a remarkable organization to achieve that.
Coming soon to a mailbox near you: a reminder that we can’t do this alone – we need you
to add your talent and financial support to this people powered endeavour in order to keep
the presses rolling and the information flowing. To those who have donated so generously
already, a big thank you. This is your magazine, and we like to hear from you.

International News

Russia Acts Against GMOs

Pipeline Given the Go-Ahead

Fines for producing GMO products
in Russia or importing them from abroad,
with the exception of genetically altered
organisms and materials used for expertise
and research, have been approved by Russia’s Federation Council.

It took seven years of opposition and
a presidential review to prevent the Keystone XL oil pipeline from being built.
Now, in a matter of months, America’s
newest mega-pipeline – the Dakota Access
Pipeline Project (DAPL) – has received full
regulatory permission. The project, also
known as the Bakken Pipeline, is slated
to transport up to 570,000 barrels of crude
oil per day over 1,172 miles from northwest North Dakota to a market hub outside
Patoka, Illinois, where it will travel onward
to refineries and markets in the Gulf and on
the East Coast.

Nyet GMO

The ban on GMOs was drafted in early 2014 by a group of Lower House MPs
backed by the parliament’s majority party, United Russia. The State Duma passed
the motion this year despite some protests
from the scientific community.
The share of GMO products in the Russian food industry has declined from 12%
to just 0.01% over the past 10 years, with
only 57 registered food products currently
containing GMO.
The law ordering obligatory state registration of GMO products that could come in
contact with the environment will come
into force in mid-2017.
—www.rt.com, June 30, 2016

Bakken

National media attention has been scarce,
but there has been plenty of local opposition. Concerns centre on exaggerated
claims of job creation, spill risks, forced
sales of private land, and the proposed
pipeline’s route through First Nations sacred sites.
Though the pipeline seems to be a done
deal, resistance of all types continues. Authorities are investigating suspected arson

against the company’s heavy machinery.
In mid-August, a group of protesters, including the Standing Rock Sioux, gathered
in North Dakota to block the construction
site. The police ultimately broke up the
demonstration, resulting in at least five arrests.
—www.motherjones.com, August 12, 2016
UK Hesitates on Huge Power Plant

Nuclear

The nuclear industry was astonished
when the British government refused to go
ahead with plans to build the world’s largest nuclear plant without further study. The
proposed station, Hinkley Point C, is estimated to cost £18 billion, take nine years
to build and provide seven per cent of the
UK’s electricity via two reactors.
Until the decision, the UK had been enthusiastic about nuclear power and planned to
build a total of 10 plants, Hinkley Point being the first of them. Nuclear costs continue to escalate while renewables of all kinds
fall in price.
—www.ecowatch.com, July 29, 2016

Turbines Power Scotland For a Day

Wind Win

Weather warnings were issued by
Scotland’s government on Sunday, August
7, 2016, as high winds brought travel disruption – but also helped boost the country’s
renewable power production. Turbines in
Scotland provided 39,545 megawatt-hours
(MWh) of electricity to the national grid
on that day, while the country’s total power
consumption for homes, business and
industry was 37,202 MWh – meaning wind
power generated 106% of Scotland’s electricity needs.
—www.theguardian.com, August 11, 2016

Chum Survive; Coho Die in Hours

Road Runoff

In 2015, researchers observed that adult coho in Seattle urban creeks died
at high rates during rainfall or after a passing shower. In the lab, an artificial mixture of oil
and other chemicals had no effect on the fish. But every coho exposed to actual runoff collected from a highway on-ramp died – some within a few hours, all within a day. Before
death, the fish became lethargic, rolled around and swam to the surface as if gulping for
air.
The latest experiments at Washington State University have found that, when submerged
in holding tanks containing the same dirty runoff, chum salmon not only survive, they
remain healthy-looking and alert, and their blood chemistry is relatively unaffected. Just
why runoff toxins are not killing the chums warrants deeper investigation.
—news.wsu.edu August 16, 2016, www.seattletimes.com, February 12, 2016
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Site C Dam
Dispatch from the Peace Valley, BC:
All Hands on Deck
©KSI Photography

By Ana Simeon
Peace River valley, late July. High on the
bluffs above the Peace River, the Pedersens’ farm overlooks the Site C dam
construction site. A backhoe sits idle by
the river; a lone truck rumbles up the
switchbacks as security beacons blink
over the deserted scene. Most of the
construction has been on hold while BC
Hydro waited for federal permits.

Meanwhile, the Peace River itself has no
intention of tamely submitting to the dam:
just last week, weeks of “bank stabilization” work ended with a giant slide when
supposedly “bedrock” shale liquefied and
sloughed into the river.
Clear-cut by BC Hydro last fall, the two
kilometres of riverbanks adjoining the
construction site initially looked like razed
earth. Now the land is covered in a froth
of new green. Nearly waist-high birch and
aspen saplings have risen from the destruction of the historic Rocky Mountain Fort
site. Songbirds and resident bald eagles are
back at their nests. The Peace is already

healing itself. All we have to do is protect
it from further harm.
“We’re being forced out” – farmers
In an unprecedented move, over 300 of the
nation’s top researchers and legal scholars,
backed by the Royal Society of Canada,
have called on Prime Minister Trudeau to
pause Site C, the “most destructive project
ever reviewed in the history of the Canadian environmental assessment.” Harry
Swain, former chair of the Joint Review
Panel on Site C, called out the BC government for “going hell for leather in pursuit
of a wildly unprofitable project” with disastrous Hydro rate hikes and “truly awful
economics.” And a UBC study released
in July showed that other renewables like
wind and solar would help Canada achieve
its climate goals more quickly and more
cheaply than Site C.
In the middle of all these revelations BC
Hydro made a heavy-handed attempt to
force some Peace farmers off their land.
Outspoken dam opponents Ken and Ar-

lene Boon received an
eviction notice to move by
Christmas, even though the dam – assuming it goes ahead – would not flood their
farm until 2024. They were also hit with
a SLAPP-style lawsuit (Strategic Lawsuit
Against Public Participation) which BC
Hydro offered to drop if the Boons would
stop opposing Site C. Other outspoken local opponents were also SLAPPed. If these
retaliatory moves were calculated to intimidate and divide farm families from each
other and from their First Nations neighbours, they failed. The people of the Peace
River valley, indigenous and non-indigenous, are standing their ground – together.
Tens of thousands of Canadians are standing with them.
UNESCO to the Rescue
Site C would have far-reaching impacts all
the way downstream to the Peace-Athabasca Delta, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site and the ancestral lands of the Mikisew
Cree and Athabasca Chipewyan First Nations. This unique wetland ecosystem,

Wood Buffalo National Park is the only place in the world where the
predator-prey relationship between wolves and wood buffalo has
continued unbroken over time. This UNESCO World Heritage Site also
contains the only breeding habitat in the world for the endangered
whooping crane.
Photo courtesy of Bruce Maclean and the Mikisew Cree Community
Based Monitoring Program.
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straddling the boundaries of Alberta and
the Northwest Territories, depends on ice
jams and spring flooding to replenish over
a thousand lakes and channels that are
home to at-risk species such as whooping
crane and wood buffalo. The delta is already suffering from dramatically altered
river flows and ice regimes caused by the
W.A.C. Bennett and Peace Canyon dams,
exacerbated by climate change. Adding
Site C would be the “straw that breaks the
camel’s back,” according to hydrological
expert Dr. Martin Carver.
The Canadian government would be deeply shamed if such harm to a World Heritage Site were to happen on Prime Minister
Trudeau’s watch. In September, UNESCO
is sending an investigative mission to Canada to hear from affected First Nations and
other residents, as well as scientists and
NGOs. The resulting international scrutiny and media attention will give a strong
boost to the avalanche of letters, petitions, calls, and messages (over 25,000!),
from concerned citizens to Prime Minister
Trudeau to stop Site C.
Pushing back: all aboard for Montreal
As this story was going to press, we learned
that the Trudeau government has approved
the permits that allow BC Hydro to resume
construction. This is nothing short of a
betrayal of the relationship with First Nations (Trudeau himself used the word “sacred”), and of the commitment to restore
respect for science and evidence-based decision-making. This is not something that
can be laid at Harper’s door any more. We

“The most destructive project ever
reviewed in the history of the Canadian
environmental assessment.”
should ask ourselves, what price Trudeau’s
other promises?
It is time for all Canadians to make their
displeasure seen, heard, and felt, by all
democratic and lawful means at our disposal, from coast to coast to coast. It is
time to push back hard, to give it all we’ve
got. To fight in the courts and in the media,
with our pocketbooks and in the halls of
power.
On September 14, West Moberly and
Prophet River First Nations will be in court
in Montreal for a hearing of their federal
appeal. First Nations from across the Treaty 8 territory – all the way to the Peace
Athabasca Delta – are organizing a bus to
Montreal, and will be raising awareness
and mobilizing support in communities
across the Prairies, Ontario, and Quebec.
How You Can Help
• Contact Prime Minister Trudeau and
Cabinet and remind them of their promises
to honour the treaties. The very least they
can do is hit the pause button to allow time
for the First Nations legal challenges.
• Support First Nations legal challenges
through Raven Trust.

• We can stop the dam if we work together.
In the north, the brunt of the fight is borne
by West Moberly and Prophet River First
Nations, Peace Valley Landowners Association, and Peace Valley Environment Association. In southern BC and across Canada,
there are many groups, large and small,
doing crucial pieces of the work. Some of
these groups are (in alphabetical order):
Amnesty International Canada, LeadNow,
Raven Trust, Sierra Club BC, Yellowstone
to Yukon Conservation Initiative, and the
Wilderness Committee. New grassroots
initiatives are forming in communities as
people realize the scale of destruction.
Please give generously to one or more of
these groups – it is vital to stopping the
dam!
Ana Simeon is the Peace Valley campaigner
for the Sierra Club BC

The farmland to be flooded for Site C is capable of providing fruits and vegetables sufficient to meet the nutritional
requirements of one million people. Over 10,000+ years of their
presence in the region, First Nations have developed complex
indigenous food systems that rely on harvesting moose, deer,
Bull Trout, plants, and berries according to seasonal rounds.
Photo courtesy of Don Hoffman.
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Site C Slides
Shale is not bedrock. This dam poses a serious safety issue.
by Arthur A Hadland

In September 2009, Klohn Crippen Berger
Ltd. and SNC-Lavalin Inc. made the following statement: “The uncertainties in
predicting both the extent and rate of the
reservoir shoreline impacts lead to the proposal to adopt an observational approach
for periodically reviewing and updating
the reservoir impact lines after the reservoir has been filled.” (Peace River – Site
C Hydro Project Reservoir Shoreline Impacts Methodology and Criteria Report
No. P05032A02-10-001, p. 9.)
This factor should have stopped the project
instantly.
Instead the decision has been made to build
a dam in sedimentary shales surrounded by
slippery clays. The shales were mud some
70 million years ago. When you add water and exposure of the shale to air, this
supposed bedrock returns to mud. On top
of it all, the reservoir is surrounded by
Montmorillonite clay soils which will slide
when wet.
Are we really going to build a dam on
mud? Just google Teton Dam. The Teton
Dam was also constructed in a sedimentary basin. The Teton Dam disaster of 1976

and the 2014 Mt. Polley dam disaster tell
it all. The failure of the Peace River bridge
at Taylor in October 1957 was caused by
the failure of the shale bedrock base on the
north side of the Peace River. (The 1957
Peace River Bridge Collapse, Canadian
Geotechnical Society, 2010).
In a recent report to the BC Utilities Commission, BC Hydro acknowledges “unexpected” geotechnical problems. These
include unexpected slope failure on the
project’s north bank, larger than expected deterioration of shale bedrock exposed
during construction, and a phenomenon
called rock-exposed swell.
These factors and the professional opinions employed by BC Hydro need to be
examined in detail regarding the safety of
human activities surrounding and within
the proposed reservoir. There has been no
outside examination of these factors. It has
not been addressed as of the writing of this
commentary.
This
outstanding
safety concern is
further reinforced
by the report com-

This is the “Bedrock” that the proposed Site C dam is to be built
in. It is a Shaftbury shale which was mud some 70 million years
ago. A rainfall event of some 2 inches in a half hour on July 20,
2016 caused some of this slope failure. The Montmorillonite clay
soils overlaying the shale are even more unstable under wet
conditions.
Photo courtesy of Don Hoffman.
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missioned by the Honorable Jack Weisgerber, Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources in 1991. Prepared by the
Geological Survey Branch of British Columbia, this report was made without reference to the proposed flooding of the Lower
Peace River Valley; rather it was commissioned to examine aggregate exploitation
within the lower Peace River region. It
urged caution: “Valley slopes throughout
the region are subject to slope failure and
colluviation, and the development of these
sites should be minimized.” (Quaternary
Geology and Landforms of Eastern Peace
River Region, British Columbia, by N.R.
Catto 1991).
The taxpayers are unintentionally paying
for the largest environmental and economic catastrophe of BC’s 21st century.
Arthur Hadland is a farmer, consulting agrologist and past Peace River Regional District Director.

Canadian News

DFO Action on Cohen Commission

ernment, shut down the pipeline, or dispatch a crew until 14 hours later. The delay
caused the oil to travel 500 km downriver.

Salmon Farm Ceremony

Ottawa is taking action to restore the
Fraser River’s sockeye salmon run and
to implement the 75 recommendations of
the 2012 Cohen Commission of Inquiry,
according to fisheries minister Dominic
LeBlanc.

There were 69 significant pipeline spills in
Canada in 2015 alone. The Husky spill was
the third oil spill near the North Saskatchewan river in just eight months.
—environmentaldefence.ca, Aug. 12, 2016

Scientific research into the effect of fish
farms on wild salmon is underway. Justice
Bruce Cohen concluded that salmon farms
hold the potential for “serious or irreversible harm” to Fraser River sockeye through
the transfer of disease and called on DFO
to find out whether that risk is real.

TransCanada sues US for $15 billion

On August 18, the Musgamagw Dzawada’enuwx boarded the Sir Edmund salmon
farm at the entrance to Kingcome Inlet on
the BC Coast. They performed a cleansing ceremony in traditional garb and let
the farm know it is not welcome in their
unceded traditional territories. It was the
second boarding of a fish farm in 72 hours.

Salmon

Cohen wrote that DFO is in a conflict of
interest in its dual role of protecting wild
salmon and promoting salmon aquaculture.
The minister disagreed, saying it would be
irresponsible for the department not to promote aquaculture.
Other actions include implementing DFO’s
own Wild Salmon Policy from 2005, and
restoring protection for fish habitat removed from the Fisheries Act by the Conservative government in 2012 and 2013.
—www.cbc.ca, August 9, 2016

Investor v State

TransCanada Corp. is seeking $15 billion in damages for the US government’s
rejection of the Keystone XL pipeline. The
Calgary-based company filed for arbitration in June under NAFTA`s Chapter 11.
Like NAFTA, the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) includes investor-state dispute
settlement (ISDS) provisions that allow
foreign companies to sue governments.
TransCanada’s claim highlights the potential for corporations to use ISDS provisions
in the TPP to weaken US environmental
and labour protections.
—www.theglobeandmail.com, June 25, 2016

Sacred Waters

Canada has been issuing permits to the
salmon farming industry that allow fish
carrying disease-associated viruses into
BC waters, including Musgamagw Dzawada’enuxw territory. The Dzawada’enuxw
have been saying “no” for almost 30 years.
Hereditary leader Willie Moon said, “Our
people have spoken. We want salmon
farms out of our territory.”
Visit www.cleansingourwaters.com to
find out how you can support the Dzawada’enuxw in protecting wild fish in their
traditional territories.
—Alex Morton, www.voyageforsalmon.ca
August 19, 2016

BC’s New Environmental Chaperone
Spill Highlights Pipeline Risks

Rude Crude

On July 20, a Husky oil pipeline in
Saskatchewan ruptured, leaking up to
250,000 litres of heavy crude oil and diluent into the North Saskatchewan River.
The spill killed birds, fish, and other animals, forced the Muskoday First Nation to
declare a state of emergency, and polluted
the drinking water of 70,000 people.
The spill was detected by Husky’s pipeline
monitoring system on the evening of July
20, but the company did not notify the gov-

Legal Aid

A new public interest environmental law outfit has been created in BC. The nonprofit Pacific Centre for Environmental Law and Litigation (CELL) will focus on environmental litigation, legislative reform and training the next generation of young environmental lawyers. Founders say there just aren’t enough lawyers in BC to fight all the
environmental battles First Nations, individuals, and groups face on a regular basis in the
province.
The organization launched with a case aimed at the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations for allegedly issuing illegal permits to expedite BC Hydro’s
Site C construction work. CELL is positioned to take on some of the most powerful forces
in BC, from Malaysian-owned Petronas to government ministries to BC Hydro.
—www.desmog.ca, July 28, 2016
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CETA
A “No Lawyers Left Behind” Treaty
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©Ester Strijbos

Joyce Nelson
The Canada-EU trade deal called CETA
(Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement) is being rammed down our
throats on both sides of the Atlantic.
Portions of it could come into effect as
soon as November 1, according to the
Council of Canadians. PM Justin Trudeau
is scheduled to sign CETA in Brussels on
October 27.

This draconian treaty would give multinational corporations immense power to
overrule elected local governments on numerous fronts. But one of its most controversial provisions is that it will allow for
dozens more corporate lawsuits to be filed
each year against the Canadian government under its investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) mechanism.
The ISDS, first introduced in NAFTA, allows foreign corporations to sue governments over policy decisions or regulations
that harm their future profits. For example,
TransCanada Corporation is suing the US
government (under NAFTA) for over $15
billion for failing to approve the Keystone
XL tar sands pipeline, even though the
company invested just $2.4 billion in the
controversial project. With ISDS, there is
no upper limit to how much a company can
claim in “lost future profits.”
The year 2015 saw a record high of 70
new ISDS corporate lawsuits filed against
countries under NAFTA and various bilateral treaties, raising concerns worldwide
about ISDS and the ways corporations use
it to bleed governments financially while
putting a “chill” on any new regulations.
Current deals like CETA and TPP (TransPacific Partnership) would open up huge
new vistas for ISDS lawsuits, which is one
reason why the corporate sector is pushing
the deals so relentlessly.
ISDS “Rewrite”
Canada’s International Trade Minister

“It puts the treaty above the Constitution,
private interest over the Constitution.
That’s what’s wrong with it.”
Chrystia Freeland is enthusiastically touting CETA and hastening its implementation. On July 3 she told the Globe and Mail
that concerns about ISDS in CETA have
been eased: “Ms. Freeland said those concerns were addressed after the treaty’s investment chapter was rewritten to strengthen the right of governments to regulate in
areas of the environment, labour standards,
public services, and a fairer arbitration process.”
In an op-ed for the same newspaper (July
8), Freeland and Cecilia Malmstrom (the
EU’s Trade Commissioner) asserted, “We
also know that governments need to be
free to act in the interests of their citizens. That’s why, in February, we created
in our trade agreement a deeply reformed
approach reinforcing the sovereign right
to regulate, making investor arbitration
procedures fairer, independent and more
transparent.”
Far from any “deeply reformed approach,”
the rewritten chapter is little different from
its predecessor, according to a March 2016
report from the Corporate Europe Observatory (CEO). The rewrite was basically
a PR re-branding exercise, giving ISDS a
new name: the Investment Court System
(ICS). Otherwise, “the proposed ‘new’ ICS
is ISDS back from the dead,” Pia Eberhardt
wrote in the report appropriately called The
Zombie ISDS.
The Council of Canadians calls the reforms
“smoke and mirrors” and says the changes
“actually make [the provisions] worse. The

reforms enshrine extra rights for foreign
investors that everyone else – including
domestic investors – don’t have. They allow foreign corporations to circumvent a
country’s own courts, giving them special
status to challenge laws that apply equally
to everyone through a [private] court system exclusively for their use.”
The “Inner Mafia”
In November 2012, CEO’s Pia Eberhardt
and Cecilia Olivet of the Transnational
Institute exposed this ISDS private court
system in a report called Profiting from
Injustice. They revealed that a “small club
of international law firms, arbitrators and
financial speculators are fuelling an investment arbitration boom that is costing taxpayers billions of dollars and preventing
legislation in the public interest” across the
planet. They found a handful of legal firms
“are actively encouraging corporate clients to sue governments” under investment
treaties containing the ISDS clause, while
“top arbitrators are using their influence to
secure investor-friendly rules and sustain
the flow of multi-million dollar lawsuits.”
At the heart of this “secretive but burgeoning legal industry,” they found an “inner
mafia” of fifteen arbitrators who (as of
2012) had decided on 55% of all known
ISDS disputes – earning millions in fees
for themselves and billions in ISDS settlements for their corporate clients. That
“inner mafia” includes three Canadian lawContinued on Page 10
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CETA continued

yers: Marc Lalonde, L. Yves Fortier, and
Henri Alvarez.

Think of CETA as a “no lawyers left behind” treaty.

Profiting from Injustice also revealed that
private investment funds are speculating
on ISDS court cases: lending money to
companies so they can sue governments,
and then taking a percentage of the final
financial award. Such a gamble can be
very lucrative: in a recent ISDS lawsuit, a
national government was ordered to pay a
whopping $50 billion to the claimant.

“Illegal and Unconstitutional”
In 2012, the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) released a legal analysis
of leaked negotiating texts showing CETA
would “trump provincial powers over natural resources and public services” and
“override areas of provincial jurisdiction
set in the Constitution.”

As of January 2015, there had been 37
known ISDS claims against Canada under
NAFTA, with settled awards to corporations totalling about US$341 million. As
well, Canada has spent over $65 million
on ISDS court costs and legal fees, which
can average $8 million per case or more.
Canada still faces more than $2.5 billion in
pending claims.
Under CETA’s rebranded ISDS, the three
for-profit arbitrators (now to be called
“judges”) who decide each case would be
drawn from a pool of lawyers and would be
paid US$3,000 per day, on top of a monthly retainer fee of 2,000 euros per month. As
well, they can moonlight as lawyers with
the very same corporations launching the
lawsuits.
The deal would allow for thousands more
corporations to sue governments on both
sides of the Atlantic.
CETA, also for the first time, prevents provinces and municipalities from favouring
local contractors, so European companies
will be vying for federal, provincial, and
municipal procurement contracts worth
more than $100 billion per year. Dozens
of Canadian municipalities (including the
Union of BC Municipalities) are officially
opposed to CETA. Legal experts predict
that lawsuits over lost contracts will mushroom in Canada.

After CETA was approved in principle in
October 2013 by the Harper government,
renowned constitutional lawyer Rocco
Galati stated publicly: “Your government
has told you that we have a CETA with Europe but we don’t know the details of it.
We don’t know what’s in it. Have we gone
back to the Middle Ages?”
Galati argues, “In the States, they cannot implement a treaty without passing it
through Congress. In Canada we pretend
and fantasize and continue to invoke the
‘Crown prerogative’ of the executive [i.e.,
the Prime Minister] to sign treaties.” But,
Galati says, “There is no Crown prerogative
left after the 1982 patriation of the Constitution.” Therefore, any treaty “should have
Parliamentary approval before the treaty
has any effect, to ensure that it’s reviewed
for Constitutional conformity.”
In late September 2014, then PM Stephen
Harper, European Commission President
Jose Manuel Barrosso, and European
Council President Herman Van Rompoy
signed a joint declaration marking the end
of negotiations on CETA. That was the first
time people in Canada and Europe were allowed to see the official text, although no
changes would be allowed.
Just days after the signing, the Globe and
Mail reported (September 30, 2014) that
“The CETA must still be approved by the
Canadian parliament and provinces and

“We don’t know the details of it.
We don’t know what’s in it.
Have we gone back to the Middle Ages?”
10 | watershedsentinel.ca

European parliaments,” although it is “unclear whether all [Canadian] provinces and
territories will hold votes in their legislature, or whether some will approve the deal
through regulation or other means.”
But Gus Van Harten, international investment law expert at Osgoode Hall Law
School in Toronto, recently told me by
email that CETA never was voted on by
the Canadian parliament or any provincial/
territorial legislature. Van Harten stated,
“Personally I think trade agreements of
this magnitude should be voted on federally and in each province or territory, prior
to Canada’s ratification of the agreement,
due to their broad-ranging implications for
governments and legislatures.”
Rocco Galati goes further, calling CETA
“illegal and unconstitutional.”
CETA over sovereignty
Galati has explained: “The federal government cannot sign a treaty in which they
sign and bind exclusive provincial and
First Nation rights vis-à-vis other countries
that they can’t implement in Canada, but
then have to compensate foreign countries
and companies when they can’t do business under the treaty.”
An example is the pending C$250 million
ISDS lawsuit filed by Lone Pine Resources
(under NAFTA) after Quebec instituted a
temporary moratorium against fracking.
CETA (like NAFTA) “puts the treaty above
Canadian sovereignty,” Galati says. “It
puts the treaty above the Constitution, private interest over the Constitution. That’s
what’s wrong with it.”
As well, this situation sets up a framework
in which “they’re giving away the family
store to their friends, in essence,” Galati
says, through the ISDS lawsuits that then
happen. “My personal theory is this is just
money going between friends in different
countries,” Galati has stated publicly.
That “theory” was largely confirmed by
the Profiting from Injustice report which
showed the “inner mafia” of lawyers and
law firms reaping vast sums from ISDS.
The new report, The Zombie ISDS, states
that the CETA investment rewrite raises “concerns that tribunals will be staffed

with the same private lawyers who have
until now driven the boom in investment
arbitration.”
While CETA would allow thousands of
European companies to sue Canada under
ISDS for “lost future profits,” some 42,000
US multinationals that have branch-plants
in Canada could sue European governments through CETA – a kind of “back
door” in case the equally controversial
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the US and the EU
collapses.
Assault on Democracy
On June 28, a German news agency reported that European Commission (EC) President Jean-Claude Juncker told EU leaders
the Commission is planning to push CETA
through without giving national parliaments any say in it. After pushback from
Germany and France, Juncker appeared to
be backtracking, recommending as of July
5 that CETA is a “mixed” treaty that would
require “both the approval of the European

Parliament and national legislatures” in the
28-member EU bloc.
But the EC believes that 95% of CETA
falls within EU jurisdiction and could be
implemented immediately after the October 27 signing, leaving the other 5% of the
deal to be voted on.
Apparently, that process has been planned
for some time. In March, Canada’s chief
negotiator, Steve Verheul told iPolitics,
“After the agreement is approved by the
European Parliament, the EU will pursue
something called provisional application,
which will allow them to put in place probably 95% of the agreement. And then member [European] states could subsequently
ratify, if that’s required, over a period of
time that would be of less concern to us.”
The 95% of CETA that the EU considers
part of its “jurisdiction” includes the investment chapter with its ISDS “reforms.”
Even worse, according to trade analyst Felix Heilmann, Article 30.8 of CETA states

that countries “would be subject to corporate lawsuits even if they decide against
CETA – for three whole years!” Le Monde
and Council of Canadians have also reported that even if CETA is rejected in Europe,
“claims under the ISDS chapter would still
be possible up to three years afterwards for
investments made during the provisional
period.”
Spinning CETA
On July 5, the Globe and Mail published
an op-ed by business advisor Omar Allam,
urging the private sector to “rally behind
Ottawa” on CETA. “Our companies (especially our small- and mid-market firms)
stand to benefit from CETA, which would
open significant export and investment
opportunities for Canadian companies to
do business in and with Europe in a wide
range of sectors,” he wrote.
But according to federal figures cited by
the Toronto Star in 2014, “Of the more
than one million small-to-medium sized
businesses in Canada, just one in 30 does
any exports,” and those are to the US. So
one million Canadian companies aren’t
likely to benefit from CETA at all, and in
fact, they could lose local procurement
contracts to the Europeans.
Some Canadian companies that will benefit from CETA include Canadian multinationals (banking, mining, defense, oil
and gas, aerospace) and the big law firms
like Bennett Jones LLP, which advised the
Harper government on CETA, and which
advertises “Investment Treaties and Disputes” as one of its legal services for corporate clients.
Of course, words like “investments” are
always slippery in the legal world. In one
infamous recent ISDS case, a company invested $5 million in a “tourism” project in
Libya, but claimed (and got) $900 million
in “lost future profits,” even though construction had never started.

©Stopthepave

Joyce Nelson is an award-winning freelance writer/researcher working on her
sixth book, Beyond Banksters.
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Terra Preta
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Dark earth – an ancient agrotechnology
could herald a bright future for agriculture and climate

12 | watershedsentinel.ca

by David Suzuki
Feeding more than seven billion people
with minimal environmental and climate
impacts is no small feat. That parts of
the world are plagued by obesity while
starvation is rampant elsewhere shows
part of the problem revolves around distribution and social equity. But agricultural methods pose some of the biggest
challenges.

Over the past half century, the world has
moved increasingly to industrial agriculture – attempting to maximize efficiency
through massive, often inhumane livestock
operations; turning huge swaths of land
over to monocrops requiring liberal use
of fertilizers, pesticides, and genetic modification; and reliance on fossil fuel-consuming machinery and underpaid migrant
workers. This has contributed to increased
greenhouse gas emissions; loss of forests
and wetlands that prevent climate change
by storing carbon; pollution from runoff
and pesticides; antibiotic and pesticide
resistance; reduced biodiversity; and soil
degradation, erosion, and loss.
The “solution” offered by many experts
is to double down on industrial agriculture and genetic modification. But doing
so ignores how natural systems function
and interact and assumes we can do better.
History shows such hubris often leads to
unexpected negative results. Others are attempting to understand how to work within nature’s systems, using agroecological
methods.
One promising development is the renewed
interest in a soil-building method from the
distant past called “dark earth” or “terra
preta,” which involves mixing biochar with
organic materials to create humus-rich soil
that stores large amounts of carbon. In the
book Terra Preta: How the World’s Most
Fertile Soil Can Help Reverse Climate
Change and Reduce World Hunger, Ute
Scheub and co-authors claim increasing
the humus content of soils worldwide by

10 per cent within the next 50 years could
reduce atmospheric CO2 concentrations to
pre-industrial levels.
Dark earth’s benefit to climate is just one of
its many exciting possibilities. It also enhances soils so they produce higher yields,
helps retain water, and prevents erosion. It
is more alive with biodiverse micro-organisms, making it easier for crops to adapt
to changing conditions. It is a good way
to recycle nutrient-rich food scraps, plants
wastes and even human and animal urine
and feces, rather than allowing them to pollute soil, water and air through burning and
runoff.
Biochar is a form of charcoal made via
pyrolysis – heating organic wastes in a
low-oxygen environment. According to
Scheub, “If you pyrolyze organic wastes,
up to 50 per cent of the carbon, which
plants have extracted from the atmosphere
in the form of carbon dioxide, is converted
into highly stable carbon, which can persist
in soils for thousands of years.” As well as
carbon, biochar retains nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorous, and because it is porous, adding it to soils and compost helps
them store nutrients and water.
Western scientists first studied terra preta in
1874 when Canadian-born Cornell University professor Charles Hartt and his team
found patches of dark, fertile soils, several
metres deep, along parts of South America’s Amazon River where earth is normally
low in nutrients and organic matter. Later
archeological research determined the soils
were created by human communities up to
5,000 years ago.
Scientists have since shed more light on
the technique. Because the ancient practice is still employed in Liberia and Ghana, Africa, scientists from Sussex, Cornell
and other universities were recently able to
compare dark earth to soils nearby where
the technique isn’t used. They found dark

“The technique can
be used on any scale,
from home and
community gardens
to large farms.”
earth contained 200 to 300 per cent more
organic carbon and can support “far more
intensive farming.”
Cornell University lead author Dawit Solomon was surprised that “isolated indigenous communities living far apart in distance and time” achieved similar results
unknown to modern agriculturalists. “This
valuable strategy to improve soil fertility
while also contributing to climate-change
mitigation and adaptation in Africa could
become an important component of the
global climate-smart agricultural management strategy to achieve food security,” he
said.
Scheub and her co-authors say the technique can be used on any scale, from home
and community gardens to large farms.
Terra Preta includes instructions for creating biochar and enhanced soils, but cautions that organic wastes should be used
rather than valuable forest products.
Dark earth won’t solve all our climate
problems, but combined with reducing fossil fuel use, it could make a huge difference
while addressing many agriculture, food
security, and hunger issues.
David Suzuki is a scientist, broadcaster,
author, and co-founder of the David Suzuki Foundation. Written with contributions
from David Suzuki Foundation Senior Editor Ian Hanington.
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People Power

Desolation Sound Saved

Gravel Pit

The gravel quarry has been nipped
in the bud. Lehigh Hanson Materials, Ltd. have decided not to pursue the
extraction of aggregate at a site adjacent to
Desolation Sound Marine Park. The decision came six weeks after the company
accepted an offer from the BC Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resources of
a permit for limited exploratory surface
drilling in the Lloyd Creek watershed in
Homfray Channel.
The investigative licence had conditional
approval from Tla’amin First Nation and
the Powell River Regional District, but
opposition was widespread and included
the Klahoose First Nation, the Save Desolation Sound Society, local communities,
ecotourism operators, and yachters who
frequent the marine park.
—CG; Powell River Peak, August 11, 2016
Brazil Halts Huge Dam for Tribes

Munduruku

Plans to build a giant hydroelectric
dam in the heart of the Amazon rainforest
have been halted by Brazil’s environmental protection agency. Regulators ruled that
the dam’s backers failed to supply information to show its social and environmental
impact.
The 8,000-megawatt São Luiz do Tapajós
(SLT) dam would have been the sixth-largest hydroelectric dam in the world, spanning the five-mile wide Tapajós river and
drowning 376 sq km of rainforest that is
home to 12,000 Munduruku Indians.
Leaders of the Munduruku people, who
stood to lose much of their ancestral land
14 | watershedsentinel.ca

and would have been forced to move, welcomed the announcement. Environment
minister José Sarney Filho said that the
Tapajós dam was “entirely dispensable”
and could be compensated by energy from
smaller power generators and other sources
such as wind.
Under Brazil’s constitution, indigenous
people cannot be forced off their lands
except in case of war or epidemics.
—www.theguardian.com, August 5, 2016
No to New Fuel Shipments

Cherry Point
An emergency moratorium was passed
by Whatcom County, Washington on new
fossil fuel shipments through Cherry Point
– a major export hub – citing environmental and safety issues. The county council is
expected to hold public hearings during the
60-day moratorium as the county finalizes an update to its 20-year comprehensive
plan, which could include a permanent ban
on exporting coal or natural gas.
The local environmental community,
which has been demanding such a ban, cel-

ebrated the moratorium as a precedent-setting victory.
—www.ecowatch.com, August 11, 2016
Charges Laid in Fuel Spill

Lemon Creek
Three years after a tanker truck
spilled jet fuel into Lemon Creek, federal
prosecutors have approved eight charges
under the Environmental Management
Act and the Fisheries Act against Executive Flight Centre, the driver, and the BC
government. In 2013 a truck took a wrong
turn onto a logging road and overturned.
Thirty-three thousand litres of fuel entered
Lemon Creek and then the Slocan, Kootenay, and Columbia rivers, resulting in a
mass evacuation and orders not to swim in
or drink from the water.
The charges come after Slocan Valley resident Marilyn Burgoon launched a private
prosecution – the federal government subsequently took over the case and stayed her
charges but in late July laid its own. A first
court appearance is set for Sepember 13,
2016, in Nelson.
—www.mykootenaynow.com, July 26, 2016

No to Nunavut Uranium Mine

Kiggaviktory!

The uranium mine has gone away, for now. More than a year after the Nunavut
Impact Review Board (NIRB) recommended that the Areva Canada Resources’ Kiggavik
uranium mine project should not proceed, the federal government has agreed Kiggavik
“should not proceed at this time.”
The Kiggavik scheme, near Baker Lake, Nunavut, comprised four open pits and one underground operation, at two sites, with an estimated lifespan of about 12 years.
Opponents of the proposal, such as the Nunavummiut Makitagunarningit group, said the
Kiggavik mine project posed a serious risk to the long-term viability of the Kivalliq region’s caribou herds and that its environmental risks outweighed its economic benefits.
—www.nunatsiaqonline.ca, July 26, 2016

Thank You
These generous sustainers are the people power who help us
provide you with an independent voice for the environment,
activism, and social justice. We depend on them.
Stars ($500 and over annual donation)

Vicky Husband, Victoria BC • Ralph & Lannie Keller,
Read Island BC • Mel McDonald, Victoria BC •
Glen Morton, Halifax NS • Peter Johnston & Sue
Wheeler, Lasqueti Island BC

Friends ($200 - $499 annual donation)

Gordon Albright, Toronto ON • Barnard-Boecker
Centre Foundation, Victoria BC • Jim Bradshaw,
Maple Ridge BC • John & Sharon Cashore, Coquitlam BC • Linda Cheu, Courtenay BC • Elaine
Golds, Port Moody BC • Barbara Holmberg, Edgewood BC • John & Cathie Howard, Hornby Island
BC • Marlene Johnston, Kaslo BC • Susan Steffner
& John Kristensen, Whaletown BC • Juliette & Rick
Laing, Salt Spring Island BC • James Leslie, Hornby
Island BC • Mike Major, Victoria BC • James Martin,
Comox BC • David Moulton, New Westminster BC •
Susan & Doc Paynter, Salt Spring Island BC • David
Pinel, Courtenay BC • Robert Pulsford, Black Creek
BC • Murray Rankin, Victoria BC • Helen Lee & Michael Redican, Quathiaski Cove BC • Paul Sanborn, Prince George BC • Penny Sanger, Ottawa
ON • John Shirley, Watford ON • Frances Slaney,
Ottawa ON • Art Tkachuk & family, Nipawin BC
• Shelia White, Summerland BC • Jim Whitworth,
Ucluelet BC • Dr. K. J. Williams, Victoria BC • Ray
Woolam, Duncan BC • John & Betty Zaikow, Powell
River BC

Patrons ($100 - $199 annual donation)

Jacqueline Ainsworth, Fanny Bay BC • Robert
Bach, Barriere BC • Valerie Barnes-Connell, La
Ronge SK • Rosemary & John Baxter, Courtenay BC
• BC Shellfish Growers Assn, Comox BC • Mike &
Arlene Bell, Comox BC • Michael Beulah, Summerland BC • Andrew & Catherine Black, Comox BC •
David Boehm, Gabriola Island BC • Melanie Boulding, Nanaimo BC • Sherry Loof & Peter Broomhall,
Vancouver BC • Arthur Caldicott, Victoria BC • Gillian and John Campbell, Saltspring Island BC • Jeff
Chilton, Tofino BC • Jim Cooperman, Lee Creek
BC • Renate Kroesa & John Dafoe, Halfmoon Bay
BC • Anicca de Trey, Comox BC • Ursula DeShield,
Galiano Island BC • Rick Dobson, Cumberland BC
• Susan Clarke & Alan Dolan, Metchosin BC • G.
B. Dryvynsyde, San Francisco CA • Nick Dudink,
Nanaimo BC • Alan & Christina Eastwood, North
Saanich BC • Betty Fairbank, Hornby Island BC • Lyn
Farquharson, Campbell River BC • Don Ferguson,
Lethbridge AB • Susan & Harold Fletcher, Sechelt
BC • Harvey Gee, Coldstream BC • Karl Goodwin,
Denman Island BC • Deirdre Gotto & Allan Gallupe,
Victoria BC • Gerald Grappin, Agassiz BC • Alison

Graves, Nanaimo BC • Hennessey Hammocks, Gabriola Island BC • Chris Hilliar, Courtenay BC • Barb
Hourston, Nanaimo BC • David Huntley, Burnaby
BC • Karen Hurley, Victoria BC • Stuart Isto, Powell
River BC • Frantisek Jakoubek, Vancouver BC • Joy
Jeffries, Hornby Island BC • Paul & M. Knepperges, Powell River BC • Ben Livant, Victoria BC • Paul
MacGillivray, Mission BC • Hannah & Robert Main,
Powell River BC • Lillian Martin, Harrison Hotsprings
BC • Robert Mathews, Chase BC • Dave McCandless, Aldergrove BC • Lisa Pierce & Heather McLean, Denman Island BC • Fred McMechan, Williams Lake BC • Mary Mitchell, Squamish BC • Gail
& David Morton, Port Alberni BC • David Morwood,
Courtenay BC • May Murray, North Vancouver BC
• Peter Ommundsen, Salt Spring Island BC • Maggie Paquet, Port Alberni BC • Victor Prochaska,
Vancouver BC • Nina Raginsky, Salt Spring Island
BC • Mary Richardson, Athabasca AB • Mary Richardson, Saltspring Island BC • Norman Riggs, Powell
River BC • Bill Weaver & Shivon Robinsong, Victoria
BC • Peter Rowlands, Newmarket ON • June Ryder,
Vancouver BC • Olga Schwartzkoff, Vancouver BC
• Paul Senez, Kirkland QC • Margaret Sigurgeirson,
Hornby Island BC • Helen Spiegelman, Vancouver
BC • David & Maria Squance, Victoria BC • Keiko
& Allan Stewart, Hagensborg BC • Robert Thompson, Vancouver BC • George & Heather Waddell,
Sechelt BC • Eileen Wttewaall, Salt Spring Island BC

Sustainers ($50 - $99 annual donation)

Andrea Carol Anderson, Campbell River BC • Jane
Armstrong, Port Alberni BC • John Atkinson, West
Vancouver BC • Ruby Berry, Qualicum Beach BC •
Suzanne Blair, London ON • Hermann Bruns, Mara
BC • Ian Button, Denman Island BC • Michele and
Doug Catley, Nanaimo BC • Frances Cochran,
Courtenay BC • Hugh Cotton, Vancouver BC •
Anne de Cosson, Denman Island BC • Guy Dauncey, Ladysmith BC • Silvia di Blasio, Surrey BC • John
Dickin, Madeira Park BC • Elizabeth Ferris, Vancouver BC • Mary Gavan, Vancouver BC • David &
Bridget Gillespie, Telkwa BC • Colin Gray, Vancouver BC • Phil Haight, Dawson Creek BC • Bill & Pat
Halliday, Comox BC • Wendy & Hubert Havelaar,
Whaletown BC • Pierre Hiemstra, Smithers BC •
Jessie Jensen, Skookumchuk BC • Heidi Juergens,
West Vancouver BC • Marilyn Kan, Victoria BC • Alice Kidd, Lillooet BC • Wal & Ester Kneifel, Vancouver BC • Bob Lane, Vancouver BC • Edmund Livingston, Vancouver BC • George Logan, Victoria
BC • Kathy Mezei, Burnaby BC • Kyra Montague,
Cambridge MA • Pam & Don Munroe, Courtenay
BC • James Musgrove, Vancouver BC • Denise Nadeau, Courtenay BC • Kevin Neish, Victoria BC •

Clark Nipp, Victoria BC • Stefan Ochman, Bamfield
BC • Jim Pasnak, Edmonton AB • Bob Peart, North
Saanich BC • Jo Phillips, Sooke BC • Joyce & John
Prothero, Salt Spring Island BC • Wendy Prothero,
Comox BC • Colin Rankin, Victoria BC • Dona Reel,
Gibsons BC • Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega, Penticton BC • Michael Rooksby, Victoria BC • Harriet
Rueggeberg, Lanzville BC • Joan Russow, Victoria
BC • Linda Safford, Cumberland BC • SaltSpring
Seeds, Salt Spring Island BC • P. Maurebrecher &
T. Schneider, Victoria BC • Barbara Scott, Victoria
BC • Gillian Seaton, Jasper AB • Gail Shepherd,
Vancouver BC • Daniel Siegel, Hornby Island BC •
Ronni Solbert, Randolph VT • Eileen Sowerby, Heriot Bay BC • Roy & Lois Sutherland, Victoria BC •
Anna Tilman, Aurora ON • Bill Trussler, Fanny Bay
BC • Marjorie Urquhart, Fanny Bay BC • Len Walker, Bowser BC • Deb Weiers, Red Deer AB • James
Wentworth, Kamloops BC • James Wilson, West
Vancouver BC • Manfred Winter, Bowser BC • Ernie
Yacub, Courtenay BC • Susan Yoshihara, Denman
Island BC • Ray Zimmerman, Victoria BC • Fred &
Ruth Zwickel, Manson’s Landing BC
A big Thank You to all those listed, to our monthly
donors, the bundle donors, those who wish to remain anonymous, and the many who add a little
extra to their subscription.
Friends of Cortes Island sponsors public education
features about sustainable living for Georgia Strait
and the Islands. To receive a tax receipt, for your
donation ONLY, make your donation to FOCI and
mail to:
Watershed Sentinel,
P.O. Box 1270, Comox BC
Canada V9M 7Z8
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Letters
Let’s Say No to Energy East
In an opinion piece which appeared in La Presse Plus on July 11, 2016, a collective
states its support for the Energy East Pipeline project. The group consists of chambers of
commerce, a union, and engineering and construction industry associations. Embarking
on an ambitious project in order to create jobs is legitimate, but one must choose the right
project.
The published text comprises general statements, hypothetical data, pious wishes and lies.
I agree with the authors on certain points, notably the fact that in 2030, 40 per cent of our
energy needs will (unfortunately) still come from fossil fuels. But for that very reason, the
whole of Québec and Canada should work to reduce this dependence. The building of the
Energy East pipeline goes in the opposite direction.
As multiple studies and reports have shown, notably those which were presented at the
aborted Quebec environmental hearings, the economic revenues from Energy East are
illusory, while the environmental risks are enormous.

Required Reading
I was incredibly impressed when reading the “hard copy” summer issue of
Watershed Sentinel with the thoughtful,
informative articles on so many of our
environmental issues. The Watershed Sentinel newsletter also carries many of these
important articles. It occurred to me that
our elected officials (municipal, regional
district, provincial, and federal) would
benefit greatly from a thorough reading
of Watershed Sentinel on a regular basis.
How wonderful it would be for all concerned if it were “required” reading!

But the most important aspects – those for which I call on this collective to take responsibility – are that the Energy East project is incompatible with the battle against climate
change, that the oil-based economy is destined for extinction in the middle term, and that
it is high time to invest money and knowledge in energy transition. This energy transition
can in no way be supported by the exploitation of non-conventional fossil fuels like those
extracted from the tar sands and from shale.

Your contributing writers present issues
and information clearly and precisely so
that readers can truly understand some of
the complexities and then realize the benefits of particular ways of addressing these
issues. Please keep up your wonderful
work! I look forward to future issues of
Watershed Sentinel.

You talk of sustainable development and social acceptability: a majority of the citizens of
Québec are opposed to the oil pipeline and in favour of renewable energies.

Lynn Burrows
Nanaimo, BC

You speak of reinforcing the expertise of the workers: it is up to you to prepare them for
the economy of the future, instead of confining them to the ways of yesterday. There lies
your responsibility as leaders of industry and as citizens. Instead of embarking with illusory promises of juicy short-term contracts, be visionaries: the future is not in fossil fuels.
Denise Campillo, Member of Vigilance Hydrocarbures Québec,
Roxton Falls, Quebec
TransPacific Partnership
Just got around to starting to read Summer edition of Watershed Sentinel. After reading
Meghan Sali, it is quite obvious why the people of Britain had to vote to get out of the EU.

Jumbo Lumbers Along
In applying for a smaller Jumbo Glacier
Resort (just small enough that it will not
need an environmental assessment), all the
tenures and licences to occupy and proceed
must be applied for anew.
So, on we go to this seemingly endless tale.

These trade and investment agreements might be the greatest thing (somehow I doubt it)
but the way they are negotiated (in secret) and handed to us with virtually little notice
and no opportunity to amend makes them totally unacceptable. The Canadian parliament
should not ratify TPP.

What is so compelling about our beloved
Jumbo Valley area that keeps our man
from Milan as enthusiastic as ever – except
maybe that magic five letter word that
grows globally more significant every day
– W.A.T.E.R. – the end product of four
melting glaciers.

Michael Jessen
Parksville, BC

Rowena Eloise, West Kootenay Coalition
for Jumbo Wild, Argenta, BC
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Fish Lake Returns
The mine aims to take out federal environmental law
to override the Tsilhqot’in Nation
By Andrea Palframan
It’s the mine that won’t die.

For twenty years Taseko Mines Limited
has tried to get approval for a low-grade,
open-pit copper and gold mine at Teztan
Biny (Fish Lake.)
The federal government rejected the project twice after independent expert panels
delivered two of the most scathing environmental assessment reports in Canadian
history – in 2010 and 2014 – describing
major cultural and environmental impacts.
Now, Taseko is back in court, attempting
to resurrect their twice-rejected New Prosperity Mine.
The proposed mine stands at the headwaters of the Taseko, Chilko, Chilcotin, and
Fraser River systems. Teztan Biny is in a
beautiful area of profound cultural and
spiritual importance to the Tsilhqot’in Nation. The rivers teem with salmon. Critical
wetlands and lakes nurture wild rainbow
trout, moose, grizzly bear, and many other
mammals and migratory birds.
“It is a place of tremendous cultural and
spiritual importance for our people – it is
a cultural school, a gathering place, burial
grounds and home for our members who
were born and raised there,” says Chief
Roger William of Xeni Gwet’in First Nation. “Our people have stood up – twice.
Our voices were heard, and this project
was rejected.”
watershedsentinel.ca | 17

So why is Taseko pressuring the BC government to green-light the Project and permit further drilling in the Teztan Biny (Fish
Lake) area? The company argues that the
federal government has no constitutional
jurisdiction to stand in its way.

aside the damning report of the independent federal environmental review panel.
The second seeks to set aside the federal
government’s rejection of the project. The
two judicial reviews will be heard October
2016.

It’s an audacious challenge to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act by a corporation with pockets deep enough to play
the courts like crap tables. Taseko claims
the federal government cannot stop a project on the basis of environmental concerns,
if the province has approved the project. In
essence, the company is attempting to remove the constitutional protections afforded by federal environmental laws.

There is a lot at stake. “It is critical to
demonstrate that environmental assessment can work,” says Susan Smitten,
Executive Director of RAVEN (Respecting Aboriginal Values & Environmental
Needs). “Companies like Taseko cannot
overturn the results of a comprehensive environmental review, and the efforts of First
Nations, concerned citizens and environmental organizations, simply by pouring
resources into litigation and outspending

Taseko Mines Ltd. has filed two separate
judicial reviews. The first seeks to set

Continued on Page 35 

Swamp, peatland, bog ... Whatever you call them, these soggy
places are a special part of the
functioning of our planet, both for
other living creatures and for carbon storage.

We wanted to know more, so we
asked the folks at the Burns Bog
Conservation Society to throw a
spotlight on a topic they know a lot
about. And they obliged with a great
tour of the subject, from critters to
international conventions, with an
insight on kids’ education as well.
By the time you finish this special
feature section, we hope you’ll be
as passionate about bogs and peat
as they are, and maybe participate
in one of their guided tours or other activities: Burns Bog Conservation

Bogs

Sponsored by
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Society, www.burnsbog.org

For Peat’s Sake!
The truth behind peat bogs
Aliya Khan
When you think of peatlands, what
comes to mind? Do you see a large,
muddy swamp? How about a green landscape, wet and teeming with wildlife?
What if I told you that the latter is more
likely to be true? Delve into the world
of peatlands and discover one of Earth’s
hidden and most precious gems.

Peatlands account for half of the world’s
wetlands, but only cover three per cent
of the earth’s surface. They are scattered
across all continents, ranging from naturally forested peatlands in Europe to raised
peat bog ecosystems in Canada. They have
a thick waterlogged soil layer consisting of
dead and decomposing plant matter. This
layer is called peat and forms at a very
gradual rate. It takes one year to produce a
millimetre of peat. Thus, one metre of peat
would take one thousand years to form.
Moors, mires, bogs, permafrost tundra, and
peat swamp forests are all categorized as
peatlands. Canada classifies peat bogs into
18 different categories. Raised bogs are
one type found in Canada. They are domeshaped peatlands that have a diameter of at
least 500 metres and are more than three
metres thick. Burns Bog in Delta, British
Columbia is an example of a raised peat
bog.
All peatlands are primarily wetlands; thus,
adequate hydrology is critical to their survival. Some receive their water source
from groundwater and rainwater (minerotrophic) while others are fed strictly
by rainwater (ombrotrophic). Raised peat

bogs are ombrotrophic. They are able to retain large amounts of water due their major
constituent: sphagnum moss. Sphagnum
moss is known as the “bog builder”– it can
retain up to 20 times its weight in water! A
poor water table would reverse a peatland’s
role of storing carbon. It would also lead to
an inability for the land to support a diverse
array of plant and animal life.

utes to its ability to sequester carbon and
methane in the peat layers of a bog. Peatlands are able to store carbon because
the rate of plant production and peat accumulation usually surpasses the rate of
organic matter decomposition. Globally,
peatlands hold 550 gigatonnes of carbon.
This equates to twice the amount of carbon
stored in all forests!

In their natural state, peatlands provide
homes and food sources to a unique and
diverse array of plant and animal populations. Wildlife species differ among these
lands and are dependent on the type of
water source the peatland receives. Plants
found in peat bogs are specially adapted to
live in the low-nutrient, waterlogged soils.
Since these plants are specially adapted, it
is near impossible for them to survive in
other types of ecosystems.

A quarter of the world’s peatlands have
already been destroyed. They have been
drained and extracted for agriculture, human made developments, and fuel. Billions
of tonnes of carbon dioxide and methane
are released into the atmosphere annually
due to peatland damage. Wildlife declines
as peat habitats shrink, and the effects of
climate change deepen.

Peatlands preserve scientific and cultural information, which helps facilitate a
better understanding of important events
throughout history. This is attributed to
characteristics in peat that slow down the
natural decomposition process. Because
of its low oxygen content, organic matter
decays very slowly in peat bogs. As well,
chemicals released by sphagnum mosses discourage the growth and function of
decomposing bacteria. Perfectly preserved
human bodies, butter, and boats are a few
of the things that have been dug out of
bogs.
Not only does this characteristic enable
preservation of treasures; it also contrib-

Restoring and protecting peatlands is crucial to negating environmental and economic destruction. Failure to protect peatlands will result in loss of natural capital
such as carbon storage, flood and drought
mitigation, wildlife habitat and foraging
area, leisure activities, and clean drinking
water. Further damage to peatlands will
continue to spew detrimental greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere, fueling the consequences of climate change.
Aliya Khan is the communications and research assistant at the Burns Bog Conservation Society. Born and raised in British
Columbia, she is usually found buried behind a book.
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Threats to Bogs
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If rising sea levels continue, four-fifths of all wetlands could
be lost by the end of the century.

by Sophy Rolson
Peatlands are unique ecosystems that lie
scattered across three per cent of the
earth’s lands. Aside from their natural
beauty, they are immensely valuable as
a carbon sink and home to a number of
endangered plant and animal species.

But this precious resource is under threat.
Already fifteen per cent of the world’s peatlands have been drained, and both climate
change and human destruction will ensure
this trend continues unless action is taken
to protect and restore these areas.
Threats from Utilisation
Throughout history there have always
been those who sought economic gains
from the utilisation of peatlands. Times
have changed, however, and the small20 | watershedsentinel.ca

scale farms of the Roman Empire have
been replaced with booming industries that
have engulfed millions of hectares of these
vulnerable ecosystems. As long as the financial incentives exist, people will likely
continue with their myopic destruction of
peatlands without thinking about the longer-term implications of their actions.
One of the main reasons peatlands are
being drained is to accommodate the expansion of the palm oil, paper, and timber
industries. In Sumatra, Borneo, and the
Malaysian Peninsula, twenty per cent of
all peat swamp forests have been cleared
to cultivate oil palm trees, while 12 million
hectares of peatland have been sacrificed
for forestry globally. Plantations are one of
the most damaging uses of peatlands and
result in the highest level of CO2 emissions.
But with sharp increases in global demand,

it is unlikely that these companies will be
scaling back production any time soon.
Peatlands are also being harmed by the use
of peat as an energy source. The extent of
this usage has varied across time, but generally energy peat has been declining in
popularity since the 1950s. Ireland, one of
the world’s largest producers and consumers of energy peat, aims to cease use of this
fuel source completely by 2030. However,
given that it took less than two decades for
almost forty per cent of Ireland’s peat bogs
to be destroyed and that peatlands take
around a century to regenerate, even this
constricted window of usage will have dramatic and lasting effects on the condition
of Ireland’s peatlands.
Another common threat to peatlands is
conversion for agricultural use. While

The Burning Issue

Fires in peatlands explained
fen peatlands are extremely fertile when
drained, other varieties such as bogs produce much lower agricultural yields and so
are only used in areas that are short of suitable farmland. As the population continues
to grow exponentially, pressure is mounting to find enough arable land to meet the
higher demand for food. This has led to the
governments of Indonesia and Malaysia
introducing policies that promote the conversion of peat swamps for agriculture in
order to boost rice production. Given that
these countries contain seventy per cent of
the world’s tropical peatlands, there is potential for global peatland stocks to sustain
enormous losses.
Threats from Climate Change
Higher temperatures, changing precipitation patterns, and rising sea levels all
threaten the existence of peatlands. Since
peatlands have a pivotal role in climate
regulation, any damage caused by climate
change will further worsen climate change.
Something must be done to halt this destructive cycle if the world’s peatlands are
to survive.
Over the last century, global sea levels
have risen by approximately 0.19 metres
and are predicted to rise further in coming
years. This creates problems for freshwater and coastal peatlands in particular as it
could push the water’s salt content above
a certain threshold, preventing some vegetation from absorbing and storing carbon.
Forms of coastal protection such as dikes
and seawalls will also worsen the damage,
cutting coastal wetlands off from the rest of
the land. Researchers have predicted that
if the rising sea levels continue, four-fifths
of all wetlands could be lost by the end of
the century.
Protecting our Peatlands
Fortunately, it is possible for peatlands to
be restored and for some of the damage
to be reversed. Drained peatlands can be
re-wetted by diverting and retaining water
in the area. It is also possible to continue
using peatlands but in a more sustainable
way. For example, the practice of paludi-

Peatlands have been burning up media outlets across the globe. BC’s Burns Bog and Alberta’s Fort McMurray bog are examples of some of the world’s many peatlands that have
fallen victim to smoldering fires.
If a peat bog is in a healthy state, it is unlikely to burn. Its surface is generally too wet
and the flames literally dampen as they move across the peat bog. Many of the blazes on
peatlands are a direct outcome of interruptions to the natural ecosystem. Peatlands have
been exploited for fuel, used in agriculture, and drained for development and industries
such as palm oil. These disruptions dramatically increase the probability of harsh burning
and ignition of bog vegetation and peat.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Peat fires are a huge source of greenhouse gas emissions as flames devour surface peat.
They also last for long periods of time, ranging from weeks to months. An intense fire
in Indonesia in 1997 was calculated to send out 2.5 billion tonnes of carbon into the atmosphere. “Humans have drained peatlands for plantation agriculture,” said the study’s
co-author Susan Page. “People cause the deep layers of peat to dry out, and also greatly
increase the number of fire ignitions....”
Public health issues such as respiratory illnesses arise from air contaminants emitted by
peat fires. McMaster University’s Mike Waddington cites in one of his studies that the
2010 peatland fire near Moscow in Russia was directly linked to over 3,000 deaths from
poor air quality.
Dousing the potential of future peat fires can be achieved through restoration and re-wetting of peatlands.
—AK

culture allows for the wet cultivation of
peatlands, meaning the body of peat can
be preserved while the land is still put to
productive use. However, there are certain
laws, market distortions, and logistical
issues that need to be worked out before
this alternative to drainage can be widely
implemented, so progress here is limited at
this stage.
One area that has seen progress is changing attitudes towards peatland conservation. For several years now there have been
protests over development on peatlands in
Southeast Asia, with some major palm oil
importing countries expressing concern
over the damage to these lands. Better
awareness of the importance of peatlands
has compelled plantations to act in a more
environmentally conscious way, and major
pulp and palm oil companies have begun to

adapt their policies and principles to reflect
the changing public mood.
Steps are being made in the right direction,
but a lot more needs to be done to prevent
the devastating loss of these environments.
Only a long term strategy and cooperation
at both an international and a regional level will be able to secure the future of the
world’s peatlands.
Sophy Rolson is a student from the UK who
volunteers at Burns Bog Conservation Society. She is completing a six-week placement to assist with communications and
marketing.
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Lungs of the City
The story of Burns Bog – the largest raised peat bog on the
west coast of the Americas
by Aliya Khan
Listed as the largest undeveloped urban
land mass on the Americas’ west coast,
Burns Bog is located in Delta, British
Columbia. Its situation at the mouth of
the Fraser River and its proximity to the
Pacific Ocean classifies it as an estuarine raised peat bog – the only one to be
found in a marine west coast climate.

Burns Bog is home to many provincially
red-listed (endangered) and blue-listed
(vulnerable) species and is a major migratory stopover for birds on the Pacific Flyway. More than 300 plant and animal species and 175 bird species reside or forage
in Burns Bog.
Before development, Burns Bog was
10,000 to 12,000 acres. Currently, 7,500
acres of bog land remain.
Name origin
In 1905, cattle farmer Dominic Burns purchased the huge Delta bog for $26,000,
and named it Burns Ranch. Unfortunately, the heavy cows easily stuck in the bog,
while others ingested poisonous plants.
Although the farm closed, the name prevailed, and the area became known as
Burns Bog.
Formation
This region was once riddled with enormous glaciers. Rising global temperatures
melted them 10,000 years ago. Silt, sand,
and clay accumulated above ground, preventing drainage and leading to a large
22 | watershedsentinel.ca

pool of glacial water that had no escape.
6,000 years later, the resulting aquatic environment began preserving dead plant
material in the form of peat. During this
period, peat was made up of woody and
grass plants. After another 3,000 years,
sphagnum appeared. As the peat layers
built up, the main water source changed
from nutrient-rich flood- and groundwater
to nutrient-poor rainfall. Organic matter
was continuously deposited on the surface
of the water-filled basin, forming what is
now known as Burns Bog.
First Nations Land Use
The Katzie, Masqueam, Semiahmoo,
Tsawwassen, and Sto:lo First Nations used
Burns Bog’s resources for thousands of
years. Cloudberries, cranberries, and blueberries found there were an important part
of their diet. Black-tailed deer, black bears,
and ducks were another food staple. The
oldest known fishing archaeological site
near Burns Bog is an estimated 4,500 years
old!
Infrastructure, clothing, transportation, and
totem poles were constructed using cedar
trees. Plants, such as sundews, sphagnum
mosses, and Labrador tea, helped to treat
different medical conditions for these First
Nations peoples.
Bog Characteristics
Burns Bog is wet, acidic, and peat-forming.
It is a wetland ecosystem brimming with a
diverse array of plant, animal, and insect
species. Sphagnum moss, which grows
in wet, nutrient-poor, and acidic environ-

ments, is considered the “building block”
of Burns Bog and can retain 20 times its
weight in water!
Because of the harsh water conditions
(acidic and low-oxygen), few animals and
insects reside in the bog. Due to the presence of molecules that prevent breakdown
of organic matter and discourage microbial
growth, decomposition of organic matter is
gradual.
Conservancy & Ramsar Designation
In 2004, the Canadian federal and BC provincial governments, Metro Vancouver and
The Corporation of Delta came together to
purchase 5,000 acres of Burns Bog land.
A year later, it was designated as an Ecological Conservancy Area. Because the priority is conservation, a permit is required
by Metro Vancouver to gain access to most
areas. However, a small portion known as
the Delta Nature Reserve is open to the
public. This area, measuring 148 acres, is
part of the Bog’s lagg (transitional) zone.
In September 2012, the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands designated Burns Bog as
a Ramsar Wetland of International Importance.
The Burns Bog Conservation Society has
built over two kilometers of boardwalk in
the Reserve, enabling safe and easy access.
The Society also runs education programs
such as kids’ day camps.
Plant Biodiversity
There are over 14 different plant commu-

nities in Burns Bog. The ones of utmost
importance, such as sphagnum moss, are
those designated as “peat-forming,” and
are critical to the hydrology and health of
peatlands.
Animal Biodiversity
According to The Corporation of Delta, Burns Bog supports 11 amphibian, 41
mammal, 175 bird, and six reptile species,
as well as over 4,000 invertebrates. Blacktailed deer, subarctic darner dragonflies,
greater sandhill cranes, and northwestern
salamanders are some of the many animals
to be found. Others include the red-backed
vole, Pacific water shrew, barred owl, great
blue heron, snowshoe hare, coyote, geese,
painted turtle, red-legged frog, and woodpeckers. Beavers have been spotted in
Burns Bog, and their teeth marks are visible on fallen trees.
Fish are found in adjacent streams, but do
not live in the bog due to the water’s high
acidity and low oxygen content.
Lungs of the Lower Mainland
Burns Bog plays an important role in climate regulation. As a peatland, it stores
large amounts of carbon and methane, preventing these greenhouse gases from being
emitted into the atmosphere. The bog helps
to maintain the health of nearby creeks and
their salmon populations. Peat cools and
filters rainwater which then leaches into
critical salmon-bearing creeks, providing
optimal conditions for salmon rearing.

The Vancouver Landfill poses risks to
Burns Bog. Not only might contaminated
water leach into the bog, the breakdown of
garbage creates a more nutrient-rich environment – the opposite of what a peat bog
needs. Architects and engineers have designed the landfill to lower these risks.
Today, approximately 700 acres of Burns
Bog remain private land. This land is not
designated for conservancy or protection
and is vulnerable to development. MK
Delta Lands Group is planning an industrial park on 153 acres of land they own.
The company is offering The Corporation of Delta monetary incentives, as well
as 328 acres of other land in the bog. An
environmental assessment of the project
indicates many blue-listed and red-listed
species will lose breeding ground, foraging
area, and habitat. Delta Council and Mayor passed third reading of the proposal in
late July. The next step of the application
is for approval from the Agricultural Land
Commission.

side Metro Vancouver to recover as much
of Burns Bog as possible. Drainage ditches are being blocked with peat and wood
dams and steel weirs, enabling the bog to
retain more precipitation in the summer
season.
Beavers play an important role in obstructing many ditches throughout Burns Bog.
Their dams work like human-made ones,
allowing the bog to store rainfall.
Since 1988, the Burns Bog Conservation
Society has worked tirelessly to save Burns
Bog from development. Through education programs, social media, and mail campaigns, the Society raises awareness of the
importance of peatlands, why development
is detrimental, and what we can do to help
protect one of earth’s natural wonders. The
Society relies on donations from supporters to continue with their work. Find out
how you can help at www.burnsbog.org, or
call 604-572-0373.

Protection and Restoration
The Corporation of Delta is working along-

Human-made developments have isolated
Burns Bog from other natural areas. Roads
and highways intersect what would be safe
passageways for animals and lead to injury and/or mortality. A University of British
Columbia study indicates that such construction has caused a dramatic shrink in
Burns Bog’s size. The smaller a peat bog
gets, the lower are its chances of survival.
watershedsentinel.ca | 23
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Development & Burns Bog
Peat harvesting and mining began in the
1930s in Burns Bog. While both ended in
1984, the damage is still felt today. Drainage, filling, agricultural conversion, and
neighbouring industrial and urban regions
have damaged the bog’s ecological integrity.

Boggy Menagerie
Burns Bog is home to a diverse array of plant and animal
species – get to know your ABCs!
by Aliya Khan

Autumn meadowhawk: This blue-listed
dragonfly species breeds in small ponds
in Burns Bog. They are shades of red and
brown. Autumn meadowhawks are carnivorous and prey on insects ranging from
mosquitoes to moths.
Black swift: These blue-listed birds forage around Burns Bog during migration.
They tend to feed on flying insects, catching their prey in mid-air. The only other
known black swift population in British

Columbia is within the North Shore Mountains.
Chum salmon: Fish species are not found
within Burns Bog due to its low-oxygen
and high-acid water content. However, the
bog plays a critical role in cooling nearby streams. This is important for rearing
and spawning of chum salmon, which are
found in Lower Cougar Creek, a stream adjacent to Burns Bog.
Deer: Black-tailed deer are a common
mammal in Burns Bog. Deer communicate
with each other via pheromones that are
released by different glands. For example,
the deer’s metatarsal gland produces an
alarm/danger smell which alerts neigh-

bouring deer that there is a threat nearby.
Eagle: The bald eagle is spotted feeding
and roosting near the Vancouver Landfill
on the South end of Burns Bog. The bird
can be recognized by its white head and
large orange bill. Bald eagles feed on waterfowl and fish in BC’s Lower Mainland.
Funnel spider: These spiders make a
funnel-shaped web that prey fall into. The
arachnid then waits for its prey at the bottom of the web. Their funnel-shaped webs
can serve as burrows too.
Greater Sandhill crane: These cranes
construct their nests on piles of vegetation
in shallow wetlands like Burns Bog. The
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Ever wonder what type of creatures
dwell in Burns Bog? Here are some of
the species that live in the largest raised
peat bog on the west coast of North
America.

vegetation provides shelter and protects
against predators. Sandhill cranes mate for
life and perform a mating dance yearly to
show love for their partner.
Hutton’s Vireo: The blue-listed Hutton’s
vireo is known to nest in parts of Burns
Bog. This small songbird feeds on insects
and spiders.
Inky cap mushroom: These mushrooms
are found growing in clusters on rotten
stumps. They have a smooth conical, greyish cap. Dripping from its cap is a black,
ink-like liquid. Mushrooms are an important part of the food cycle; they assist in the
decomposition dead materials.
Jointed rush: This plant grows in wetlands and marshy sites like Burns Bog. The
rush has many bunches of flowers that are
attached to long, thin stalks. These stalks
grow at various points along the main stem.
Knit beard: There are five “beard” species
identified in Burns Bog. This yellow-green
lichen has long, stringy branches and can
be found growing on other plant species
like Labrador tea.
Long-leaved sundew: This carnivorous plant is one of the two sundew species found in Burns Bog. Its leaves contain
tentacles that excrete a sticky liquid containing digestive enzymes. Insects land on
them, mistaking them for water. Once it
lands on the leaf, the bug becomes trapped
and the plant slowly sucks nutrients from
the insect.
Mosses: There are many moss species
present in Burns Bog. Sphagnum is one
moss species and is known as a “bog builder” in different parts of the world. Air channels in its stem allow the plant to breathe
under water. Sphagnum mosses can retain
up to 20 times their weight in water. With-

out sphagnum moss, peat bogs would not
be formed.

a 100-metre runway of open water to take
flight.

Northwestern salamander: Salamander egg masses and larvae hatch and live in
aquatic habitats like Burns Bog until they
reach juvenile/adult stages. The length of
time it takes for the eggs to hatch is dependent on the temperature of the water. The
larvae take about one or two years to develop into the salamander’s juvenile form.

Utricularia vulgaris: More commonly
known as bladderwort, this vascular plant
grows in aquatic habitats. It does not lay
down roots; thus, it gets nutrients from its
leaves. Nutrients come from insects that
get stuck on its leaves.

Owls: Many species of owls live in and
around Burns Bog. These nocturnal creatures hunt for food in neighbouring fields.
Some of the species of owls spotted in
Burns Bog include the barn owl, great
horned owl, snowy owl, and barred owl.
Pacific water shrew: This species of
shrew is the largest of the North American
shrews. The endangered animal is known
to live in riparian areas close to the water.
Pacific water shrews are insectivores that
have acquired many adaptations suited for
aquatic life.
Quercus robur: This flowering plant is
more commonly known as the pedunculated oak. It is an old-world species that was
introduced to Burns Bog. It is found in the
woodland ecosystem of Burns Bog, which
lies in the bog’s transitional lagg zone.
Red-legged frog: The Northern redlegged frog is a blue-listed species that
lives in wetland habitats like Burns Bog.
The red colouring on the backside of their
hind legs give them their name. Female
frogs tie their fertilized eggs loosely to
plant stems just below the water’s surface.
The eggs then hatch four weeks later.
Subarctic darner dragonfly: These
dragonflies are found in Burns Bog and
only one other area in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia. The subarctic
darner is a blue-listed species in BC. They
are able to shoot out the lower part of their
mouth in order to latch onto passing prey
(smaller insects).
Trumpeter swan: This large waterfowl
bird can stretch its wings up to six feet
wide, and can weigh up to 25 pounds.
These birds breed in wetlands like Burns
Bog and winter on ice-free coastal and inland waters. Trumpeter swans need at least

Voles: One species of vole that has been
spotted in Burns Bog is the Southern redbacked vole. These voles feed on plants,
seeds, mushrooms, and some insects. Its dietary choice is critical in dispersing fungal
spores and nitrogen-fixing bacteria. These
two elements are needed to make mycorrhizal links that maintain forest health.
Western bog laurel: This plant species is
found abundantly in Burns Bog. The small
shrub has smooth and slender branches. It
blossoms into beautiful, rose-pink flowers.
Bog laurel’s leaves and flowers contain a
toxin that is poisonous to sheep and cattle.
Xylaria hypoxylon: This macrofungi
was collected in Burns Bog during the Ecosystem Review in 2000. It is commonly
known as the candlesnuff fungus, candlestick fungus, carbon antlers, and staghorn’s
fungus. This inedible mushroom species is
bioluminescent – at night, it emits a faint
light due to a reaction of phosphorous with
other compounds in the mycelium of the
fungus.
Yellow pond-lily: This species of Lily
is found floating on many ponds in Burns
Bog. Its green leaves are oval or heartshaped with a glossy finish. The flowering
plant rises from a thick, creeping rootstock
that grows under water. Expansion of gases in the seed pod leads to the seed capsule exploding. The seeds then scatter in a
spray, being dispersed for new lily plants
to grow.
Zenobia pulverulenta: This bog plant is
not found in Burns Bog, but we needed it
to finish off our ABCs! Also known as the
dusty Zenobia, it is found in wetlands on
the southeast of the United States. It blossoms into bell-shaped creamy white flowers that give off an anise scent.
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Peatland Restoration
Through cooperation and innovation, efforts to protect and
restore peatland ecosystems are going global
by Jordan Inglis
You would be hard pressed to unearth
any aspect of our global ecology unaffected by human-induced climate
change. Rising sea levels, increasingly
precarious conditions for wild species,
and globally rising temperatures are well
known examples. Lesser-known victims
of human consumption are peatlands.

Globally, peatlands make up just three per
cent of land mass but store 30 per cent of
total soil carbon. When these lands are
dried, the underlying peat begins to decay,
and this process deposits loads of carbon
dioxide (CO2) back into the atmosphere. In
fact, up to 855 tonnes of CO2 are released
annually from one Southeast Asian region
alone. This tallies up to three per cent of
annual global vehicle emissions.
Conservation is our best first strategy. The
Burns Bog Conservation Society’s primary
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objective is to protect peatlands by educating the public about the intrinsic and
environmental value of this 3,000-hectare
area of urban wilderness. Several countries
have recognized the importance of conserving these areas and have formed such
groups as the International Peatland Society, Irish Peatland Conservation Council,
Wetlands International, and German Peat
Society to name a few. These groups work
towards preserving, restoring, and educating the public about our peatlands.
Currently, Indonesia is working to restore
and conserve many of their peatlands. The
April Group is spearheading the project
and planting specific tree and plant species
in the country’s burnt-over peatlands. Over
the next decade, the group is expecting to
spend over US$100 million. Indonesia’s
president organized the Indonesian Peatland Restoration Agency in January 2016

to restore approximately two million hectares of carbon-rich peatland destroyed by
fires and to conserve the country’s existing, untouched peatlands. An action plan is
being put in place to ensure that industrial giant Asia Pulp and Paper will provide
thorough documentation of their activities’
impacts on peatlands.
Reintroducing native species has proven to
be an effective peatland restoration method. Successful restoration was undertaken
in the United Kingdom in the Danes Moss,
Roger Meade, and Solway Mosses bogs.
In these areas, mosses were added by distributing sphagnum block-building spores
to encourage regrowth and rehabilitation.
As well, drainage ditches were filled in to
allow the water table to rise back to a sustainable level. Ten years after the reconditioning of these bogs, they became functioning wetland ecosystems once more.

Ramsar Designation
The largest expanses of ombrotrophic
bogland will take 10-20 years for vegetation to resurface.
Many of the detrimental environmental effects of peatland drainage can be altered by
restoring the water table to stable conditions. This process is known as “re-wetting.” Re-wetting involves either minimizing water loss, maximizing water supply,
or increasing water storage in these peatlands.
Since 1946, many raised bogs in Ireland
were drained for fuel or farming. In recent
years these bogs were recognized as having critical ecological and conservation
worth as well as potential for significant
restoration. The Bord na Móna Raised Bog
Restoration Programme was established in
2009 and has so far used re-wetting techniques to restore more than 500 hectares of
Ireland’s peatlands. While the water table
of these peat bogs has risen quickly, impacts on habitat quality and greenhouse gas
fluxes are yet to be determined.
New methods are being developed to link
the wise use of peatlands with ecosystem
preservation and restoration. The wet substitute to drainage-based agriculture and
forestry on peatlands is referred to as paludiculture. Paludiculture allows for biomass
production from wet and re-wetted peatlands under circumstances that protect the
peat body, and maintain natural peatland
ecosystems.
Restoring damaged peatland to its native
state is a process that takes hundreds of
years. Even during the restoration period, a
peatland’s ability to store carbon is greatly
reduced. The future viability of peatlands
lies in grassroots organizations’ ability to
raise awareness of the need to prevent further damage to these essential ecosystems.
Jordan Inglis is the communications assistant at Burns Bog Conservation Society.
He was raised in North Vancouver and will
miss the mountains when he moves to Edmonton.

Recognizing the vital role of wetlands
Better known as the Ramsar Convention, this treaty,
signed by more than 160 countries, outlines the guidelines and principles for the conservation and management of wetlands and their resources. The objectives of
the Ramsar Convention are to stop worldwide loss of
wetlands and to conserve those that remain.
This requires international cooperation, policy making,
resource/skill development, and the transfer of technology. It is the only global environmental treaty handling a specific ecosystem. The Convention was first
adopted in 1971 in the small Iranian town of Ramsar.
When a wetland is declared a Ramsar site, countries agree to create and manage guidelines targeting the conservation of the wetland and making sure it is used wisely. Wise use
is defined as “maintaining the ecological character of a wetland.” Wetlands are included
on the list because of their “ecological, botanical, zoological, limnological or hydrological
importance.”
Wetlands under the Ramsar Convention can be rivers, lakes, swamps, marshes, and underground aquifers. Peatlands, wet grasslands, estuaries, oases, deltas, mangroves, tidal
flats, coral reefs, and manmade regions such as fish ponds, rice paddies, salt pans, and
reservoirs fall under Ramsar’s classification of a “wetland” ecosystem too.
Wetlands serve many functions that are critical to the survival of humans, plants, and
animals. One can even go as far as saying that the survival of the planet lies in these wet
wonders. They offer nutrient sources and other amenities such as recreation and transport.
They store water and safeguard its quality, which is important in times of drought. Wetlands act as a barrier against the impacts of storms and flooding. They also offer diverse
habitats that promote gene flow and species and ecosystem biodiversity. Wetlands play
a crucial role in the food web and the annual migration patterns and life cycle of several
species.
There are 2,241 Ramsar sites that cover a total of 215,247,631 hectares. The Fraser River
Delta Ramsar site was established as a “wetland of international importance” in 2012.
It is also known as Ramsar site no. 243. It includes Burns Bog, Sturgeon Bank, Boundary Bay, South Arm Marshes, Serpentine, and Alaksen. These six sites provide feeding
and roosting areas for 250,000 migratory birds and wintering waterfowl, and one million
shorebirds. This Ramsar site also contains important feeding and rearing areas for fish
species. Many endangered and vulnerable species, some of which would not rehabilitate
elsewhere, make their homes here.
Destruction and loss of wetlands is becoming more common due to the increasing needs
of a growing human population. The question then arises: Does any level of government
account for the Ramsar Designation when looking at development near or in a Ramsar
site? For more information on the treaty and Ramsar sites, visit ramsar.org.
—AK
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Bog Butter ?!?
Beyond the bog man – perfectly preserved treasures are
discovered in bogs around the world
by Aliya Khan
Whether it be bodies, tractors, butter, or
gold, peat bogs have been found to hold
many ancient treasures. Some of these
perfectly preserved artifacts date back
thousands of years.

Peat bogs are able to keep decaying organic material in pristine condition. They
are high in acidity and very low in oxygen
concentrations. As well, sphagnum moss
found within peat bogs contains antimicrobial substances that prevent bacteria from
breaking down organic matter. Together,
these conditions cause remains that fall or
are placed into the bog to decompose at a
rate much slower than normal. Following
is a list of a few things that have been recovered from bogs around the globe.
Buckets & Barrels of Bog Butter
Bog butter is churned from cow’s milk,
and stored in bogs. There are many reasons
why Celtic people kept their butter in bogs.
Their anaerobic, cool, and high acid conditions make for an ideal refrigerator. Some
believe that butter was stored in bogs to
prevent thieves from stealing it. Since butter was used as a form of payment for taxes, it was common practice to keep it safe
during droughts, famine, and war. Other
scientists believe that bog butter was used
as an offering to bog gods or spirits.
Barrels of butter have been dug up from
several bogs in Ireland. This past June, a
turf cutter in Ireland’s Emlagh bog found
a 22-pound lump of butter! The barrel of
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butter was dated back to 2,000 years ago!
In 2013, a 100-pound chunk of butter was
pulled out of one of Ireland’s bogs. The
massive piece is believed to have been
buried 5,000 years ago. The reasons why
butter was buried may be up for debate, but
one thing is for sure; you butter not take a
bite out of this slice of history!
The Mystery of Bog Bodies
In the 1950s, two brothers came across a
dead body while cutting peat in a bog in
Tollund, Denmark. The body looked as if
it had just been buried. Its chin stubble,
eyelashes, and wrinkles were still visible.
However, scientific dating of the man indicated that he lived during third century
B.C. The body, known as “Tollund Man”
was found in a restful pose. Evidence suggests that the 40 year-old Danish man may
have been sacrificed to a god or gods. Bogs
were believed to be gateways to the spiritual world. Peat bogs may have been used
as a burial site for religious sacrifices and

A Golden Twist in Bog Life
A gold ornament was pulled from Fermanagh bog in Northern Ireland in 2012. The
3,000-year-old piece of jewelry is known
as a torc and was worn around the waist.
Upon burial, torcs were coiled into a spiral pattern. This made the ornament easier to bury. It also prevented it from being
worn by another individual. Gold torcs are
an important part of Ireland’s culture. This
piece of history is now on display in an
Irish museum.
Grand Theft Auto: Burns Bog
A sunken tractor has been stuck in Burns
Bog, British Columbia, Canada since the
1970s. During the construction of a nearby mall, someone decided to take the site’s
tractor on a joyride through the Delta Nature Reserve in Burns Bog. Unsurprisingly, it was too heavy for the bog’s peat
and soil. The unlicensed operator escaped
unharmed before the tractor sank into the
peat. Another tractor was sent in years lat-

“Since butter was used as a form of payment
for taxes, it was common practice to keep it
safe during droughts, famine, and war.”
outcasts in western Europe. Sacrifices were
made to ensure a healthy harvest, or as an
exchange for peat that was taken from the
bog. In the case of Tollund man, a leather noose around his neck suggests he was
hanged. Bog bodies have been uncovered
in different parts of Europe.

er to pull the half-sunken tractor out of the
bog. Unfortunately, this tractor got stuck
as well. A helicopter was called in to pull
the rescue tractor out of the bog. To this
day, the infamous tractor lies in the bog,
unextractable and almost fully submerged
under the bog’s bed of peat.

Learn Like a Sponge
Taking the classroom outdoors sparks curiosity
and a natural capacity for engaged learning
by Evelyne Young
Some of my fondest memories as a child
are of being out in nature. Many hours
of my childhood were spent collecting
feathers, rocks, leaves, and a myriad
of other objects that I had found and
would ask questions about later. I know
that others share the same experiences
and sentiments, and this is why I find my
work with Burns Bog Conservation Society so meaningful.

Outdoor educational programs are paramount to a child’s development. I am aware
of this from my own childhood experiences and from what I witness on a daily basis working with the society. The society’s
education programs give kids a chance to
spend time outside and to learn about their
environment. We offer school field trips,
public guided nature walks, summer day
camps, and our second annual Stepping
into Nature festival: a full day education
program that gets 400 students outside to
learn hands-on about their community and
local environment.
Kids come alive in the great outdoors.
They feel free and, as a result, they develop a sense of exploration and experimentation. They take risks – like climbing a tree
or jumping into boggy peat – and engage in
play activities that expand their knowledge
of themselves and the world around them.
The Benefits of Learning in Nature
Scientific research suggests that learning
outdoors is beneficial to children’s development. A study of 905 elementary schools
in Massachusetts, for example, found that

third-graders got higher scores on standardized testing in schools that had closer
proximity to nature areas. Other studies
indicate similar results, especially for the
most challenged learners. Richard Louv’s
famous book, The Last Child in the Woods,
reveals that, among a slew of other benefits, time spent outdoors helps to boost
mental acuity.
I’ll never forget the dramatic change in behavior I witnessed in a boy on a field trip
at the bog. He had spent half the trip following the group like a zombie until lunch
break. I had just finished speaking with the
group about the acidity of bog water, using
a mason jar to show the yellow-gold colour of the water. The boy had clearly not
been listening until I gave him the jar to
play with.
He began to examine the water and ask
questions like, “Why is the water yellow?” As he questioned, we ran through
the whole lesson. But this time, he learnt
about the bog using his own observations
and experimentation. He came to understand bog characteristics on his own terms,
with a sense of wonder and curiosity. Nature makes children curious, and curiosity
is what drives education, as children try to
fill the gaps in their understanding. As an
outdoor educator, I know that getting kids
to jump on the bog to see it bounce like Jello is the best way to get them excited about
this unique and important ecosystem. Children only understand that the bog acts to
prevent floods after they squeeze water out
of the sponge-like sphagnum moss (it can

hold up to thirty times its weight in water).
And they never forget the characteristics of
a bog once they see a classmate willingly
or accidentally fall and land neck-deep into
muddy peat.
Evelyne Young is Education and Research
Assistant at the Burns Bog Conservation
Society. She is a recent graduate at the
University of Victoria with a BA focus in
environmental and indigenous studies.
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Sarita Bay

Tsunami

Tragedy strikes Barkley Sound on a clear day in 2026,
as the local LNG facility gets in the way of nature...
A short story by Keith Wyton
It was a beautiful day in Sarita Bay. The
Christmas season had just passed and a
winter high-pressure weather pattern
gave ten days of sunshine and daily cold
outflow winds blowing from the north.
The front had started to shift and now
the wind was blowing down Alberni Inlet and on out to the mouth of Barkley
Sound.

A warm front was moving in and as the
wind swung through the compass points
the first wisps of high cloud could be seen
trailing in from the southeast. On the windrose graphic prepared for the environmental assessment for the Sarita LNG Project,
the frequency and intensity of winds blowing down the Alberni Inlet past Bamfield
towards the open ocean were minimal. For
the evaluators, this was one of those relatively uncommon events, but for the locals,
it was a normal, although not an everyday,
occurrence. It is called weather and it gets
complicated sometimes.
The first LNG tanker of 2026 had just
moored up after being escorted to the jetty
by two big Seaspan tugs. The tankers were
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just getting into a regular routine of coming and going after the final commissioning of the terminal in the previous summer.
The megathrust earthquake struck at 9:47
a.m. One hundred and fifty kilometers
to the southeast, the Pacific subduction
zone fault started to slip. Over 300 years
of stored energy was released as the two
plates started a geological dance that would
result in a three-meter sideways shift and
a four-metre upward displacement of the
continental plate.
In the Sarita Bay LNG Control Tower,
safety manager Bill Roberts was on the radio with the mooring boss, George Scott.
The final hawser had just been secured and
all winches were set. As they talked, he
could see George walking on the jetty just
below one of the towers carrying the LNG
lines. Although almost a kilometre away, in
this perfect, cold, sunlit morning light, he
could make out his progress up the jetty on
his way to the crew station office.
The next 30 minutes would run like a jumbled tape loop in Bill Roberts’ mind for
years to come. Did the tower start to shake
before George fell down or was that after
the seismic alarm started to beep? Or was

the first thing the yell from his assistant in
the coffee room?
The ship’s captain wondered later if it was
the right choice but, at the time, he knew
that the best chance for his ship was to get
into deep water. The hawser lines may not
have held anyway. Cradled in water that
was 20 metres under the keel, the great
vessel survived the shaking relatively unscathed. From the bridge he could see the
land-based part of the terminal roiling and
rocking as the quaking went on forever or
for 4 minutes and 20 seconds, whichever
is longer.
In the sparking sunshine, the terminal
began to shimmer and shine like a giant
Christmas tree full of ornaments in a windstorm. All the metal and piping, carefully constructed and assembled by the best
tradesmen and techniques in the world,
began a torture test that only reality can
deliver. Engineers had calculated for performance under acceptably difficult conditions. The performance required now was
for unacceptable conditions.
After the first minute, as the site was undulating, small pieces of the assembly start-

ed to fall and larger components began to
strain the anchor points on their concrete
bases. Bill Roberts was confident that his
control tower would remain standing. At
the time, his biggest concern was that he
would not survive the debris flow of filing
cabinets, desks, and various detritus that
was skating across the floor. Already some
of his associates had been swept up and
battered into walls or down stairwells.
Bill was born ten years after the big tsunami in Port Alberni. He had grown up with
the legends, the tsunami-warning-system
tests, and the occasional seminars about
large-scale planning around the “big one.”
In 2016, there was a major disaster-planning exercise in the City and he had taken
part in it.
He knew that this was the big one when the
shaking did not stop. He knew that it could
go on for several minutes depending on the
ultimate magnitude. He remembered that
the maximum severity of shaking could be
felt early in the event. He also remembered
that unexpected failures, even in smaller
events, would begin to develop as the interminable inertial harmonics began to work
their magic on large masses.
He thought about the LNG storage tanks
sitting on a disc of reinforced concrete. It
was resting on the estuarine sediments laid
down in Sarita Bay as they poured off the
great ice sheet 10,000 years ago. An array
of steel piles penetrated the sediments and
were driven into the bedrock below.
The tanks were full. This inventory had
built up in anticipation of tanker arrivals
based on the sales and ship schedules that
had been settled for the next two years.
The plan was that one tank would always
be ready to fill the next tanker.
The background noise of the quake was
erupting into a slow-motion cognition of
a world coming apart. A life shaped and
groomed to protect and be safe, to anticipate the worst, to be part of the prevention rather than the remediation had been
the professional trajectory for Bill Roberts.
This was the dream job. Big issues, big
solutions. The components were formidable: big ships, big pipelines, big risks, and
big rewards. A sheer opus-magnus of ingenuity and determination was brought to a

distilled epitome in this facility. He could
now see things happening that, although
possible, had never been expected. The
forces at play made it obvious to Bill that
no agency could now affect the outcome.
Shortly after 9:51 the shaking stopped.
There were voices, shouts, alarms ringing,
and emergency generators running. There
were sounds of metal tearing and groaning
as elevated structures continued on their
terminal path of destruction. Small smoke
and vapour trails rose from various places
on the site.
The captain had called for an emergency
departure before the shaking stopped. The
line cutters were engaged and the engines
were prepared for full power but the tugs
had already departed. It was a risky move
and it was not clear that the ship could be
manoeuvred to safety but this was the only
chance for the ship he had pledged to protect – and he took it.
The ocean over the site of the subduction
zone was quiet. Light winds were stirring
a light chop. When the fault rupture broke
along hundreds of kilometers, the uplifting
continental plate kicked the underside of a
mega-sized waterbed. Hundreds of cubic
kilometres of water were shoved upwards
in seconds. The release of energy travelled
through the water column from that narrow strip of displacement. As it propagated
upwards and outwards, the surface of the
ocean started to rise. It was as if a twelvefoot tide had instantaneously arrived in one
place. Now this water started to run downhill on itself, attaining airliner speed as the
shockwave propagated outward.

The fault was 150 kilometres from Sarita Bay. Fifteen minutes after the shaking
started, the first wave hit the ship broadside just as it swung out perpendicular to
the inlet. Light on its lines with no ballast,
the ship listed into the wave and then lifted. For a moment it hung and then started
to move with the wave. The propeller was
turning but with no momentum forward
the rudder was useless. The ship swept
over the jetty towers one by one like giant
bowling pins. As the stern lodged on the
west end of Santa Maria Island, the roiling
water swung her bow-first toward the land.
The lower parts of the site were flooding
and, with the unbelievable force of nature
unleashed on a point, the ship pinwheeled
destruction across the terminal site in one
enormous do-si-do. Bill saw it all but could
not comprehend. Was it some kind of animated, black, industrial Fantasia or was it
real?
Succeeding waves beat the water higher on the site and as the ship was carried
onwards and upwards it passed about 100
metres south of the storage tanks. On the
fourth wave, twenty-five minutes after the
shaking had started, the ship was carried to
its zenith and the waters started to recede.
Further east, the Sarita River received the
tsunami with equanimity. Water rushed in,
engulfing the valley, then climbing twenty
metres above sea level into the reaches of
the river. In the water’s path, there came a
wall of debris, logs, demolished site components, building walls, and a fluidized bed
of mud, sand, and rocks. It was a roiling,
black mass of high-density energy on the
move.
Continued on Page 34



“He knew that this was the big one
when the shaking did not stop.”
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Sarita Bay Tsunami continued

At some point, the waters and the associated passengers stopped travelling up river
and started travelling down. With increasing momentum, this became another tsunami from the land that brought as much
destruction as the first. It emptied into the
estuary like a wall of wet concrete, three
metres thick.
Like a giant conveyor-belt to hell, this deluge struck the ship and it started to move
down hill across the site. The elevation
changes were not great but with gravity
always willing to lend a hand, velocity
times mass equals surprise. Moving slowly
back to sea, the ship was grinding its way
across the terminal site. As the debris-flow
worked its way around and under the ship
it slowly picked up speed. Nothing it hit
had a hope of remaining in place.
With so much water and mudflow blanketing the site, most of the fires resulting from
the shaking had been extinguished. A few
wisps of smoke rose from small patches of
construction debris floating by. One of the
tandem, flatbed service vehicles was on
fire, floating upside down. Although fire
was not a problem, at the moment, it was
clear that there was no capacity to fight it.
The fire crew would not be able to move
and all the equipment was now inside the
mudflow rolling its way down to the beach.
Bill could not see any signs of life but it
was possible that some of the workers were
holed up in some of the stronger structures.
Or, perhaps some had been able to get far
enough up the slope to avoid the reach of
the tsunami. With only a few precious minutes between the shaking and the arrival of
the deluge there was little hope for most.
The ship listed to port and slowly went
abeam into the giant mass of mud and site

components being carried back to the sea.
With a ten-metre bulge of mud building behind it, the ship was now traveling directly
toward the storage tanks. The scene disappeared into a cloud of vapour upon impact.
LNG was pouring down the slope in front
of the mud wave.
The tanks were gone. They just disappeared, like pop cans on the road in front
of a snowplough. There were two-metrethick chunks of high-density foam insulation drifting around the ship but the metal
tanks were crushed and embedded in the
debris flow.
The vapour cloud grew and the LNG
fanned out over the site. When it hit the
water it was carried out past the island and
the demolished jetty structure that lay in
twisted tangles, partly submerged.
The wind was still blowing down the inlet toward Bamfield. Instead of going to
Korea, over 200,000 cubic metres of LNG
was flowing into Barkley Sound and dispersing with a ten-km wind still blowing
toward Bamfield, only ten km away.
Industry and regulators claimed that LNG
was safe. In the event of a spill, it just
evaporates. But the cool conditions slowed
evaporation and, at –160°C, the LNG froze
the seawater as it rolled out into Trevor
channel. Wind and tidal currents worked
together, moving this ice island and its
deadly vapour cloud toward Bamfield.
As the cloud moved away, Bill turned his
mind to rescuing survivors. Slowly they
would emerge from their hiding places and
communicate as best they could with their
phones and radios. Normal transportation
was not possible but individuals and small

“Moving slowly back to sea, the ship was
grinding its way across the terminal site. As the
debris-flow worked its way around and under
the ship it slowly picked up speed. Nothing it
hit had a hope of remaining in place.”
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groups would move as they figured out
how to raft, swing, slide, and slop their way
to designated marshalling points above the
Tsunami zone.
Meanwhile, in Bamfield, survivors were
gathering at the fire halls on the east and
west side of the inlet. The earthquake
took its toll and then the tsunami decimated many who remained. The shaking
had been violent. Grown men were taken
to the ground unable to assist their wives
and children. The earth shook for over four
minutes. During the horrific ordeal the
knowledge of what the sea would shortly
bring stamped its image on every mind that
had paid attention to the tsunami drills over
the years.
In the haze of disbelief and jumbled comprehension that numbed survivors, the fifteen minutes between the shake and the
deluge hung like a guillotine.
People were working their way to the safe
zones when a distant sound assured them
that the fury was indeed unleashed. It was
a low rumble with high notes of breaking
timber. Wind usually comes in gusts. This
came like a landslide. And, indeed it was
a landslide propelled by hydraulic forces.
It peeled sand and topsoil off beaches and
foreshore and ran it uphill, tearing through
timber and overwhelming buildings in its
path.
A few fires were burning unabated in the
village. In this situation, structures were
not on the triage list for the fire fighters.
They were fully engaged giving medical
aid and dealing with hazards to life and
limb.
With a three knot falling tide and a ten
kilometre wind, the vapour cloud reached
Bamfield eighty minutes after the arrival of
the first tsunami wave.
Keith Wyton lives in Bamfield where he
raised his family, worked at the Bamfield
Marine Sciences Centre, and founded Sarita Furniture. Keith is currently the Alberni-Clayoquot Regional Director for Bamfield.

Fish Lake continued

other parties until they get the result that
they want.”
Though the Tsilhqot’in Nation has one of
Canada’s only court declarations of proven Aboriginal hunting and trapping rights
in the area of the proposed mine, Taseko
is forcing them to defend those rights in
court. With limited financial resources, but
plenty of resolve, the Tsilhqot’in Nation is
undertaking intensive preparation for the
hearings. That involves consulting with
its technical experts, completing written
submissions and attendance at the hearings themselves. They estimate it will cost
$100,000 to participate at full strength in
the two concurrent proceedings.

Announcing Joyce Nelson’s new book

Beyond Banksters:

Resisting the New Feudalism

While Taseko continues to waste everyone’s time, energy, money, and goodwill –
including that of its own shareholders and
Canadian taxpayers – the commitment of
the Tsilhqot’in is unshakeable. After their
historic title victory in the Supreme Court,
they will not permit themselves to be nickel-and-dimed out of Teztan Biny, a place
of sacred significance and ceremony at the
heart of their traditional territory. Tax-deductible contributions are being collected
at www.RAVENTrust.com to support the
Tsilhqot’in in accessing justice, and preventing the erosion of federal jurisdiction
over mining and extractive industries.
Andrea Palframan lives on Salt Spring Island. She works with NGOs and communities to develop strategic communications
to realize social and environmental justice.

©Adrain Berg

“It is crucial for environmental protection
in this country that we firmly slam the
door on Taseko’s developing legal argument,” says J.P. Laplante, Mining, Oil and
Gas Manager with the Tsilhqot’in National Government. “We need to prevent the
rolling back of protection of federal environmental assessment for major resource
development projects.”

From the Bank of Canada to Trudeau’s Canada Infrastructure Bank,
from BlackRock to crappy trade deals to Bilderberg, Nelson names
the actors and the ideologies bringing Canada and the world to a new
state of feudalism. Icelanders resisted. Nelson says Canada must too.

October 2016.

Now accepting pre-publication orders
$20 + $6 shipping and handling
Free shipping on orders of 5 or more.

Watershed Sentinel Books
PO Box 1270
Comox BC V9M 7Z8

250-339-6117
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Wild Times

Vancouver’s Wild Edge

by Joe Foy, Wilderness Committee
My grandmother was born in Vancouver in 1903. Since that time there has
been an ever-growing circle of extended family in the region. Through story
telling about the life and times of grand
parents, parents, siblings, uncles, aunts,
cousins, kids, and grandkids, I have
come to understand some of the things
that make Metro Vancouver such a special urban area.

The Garibaldi area is a massive tangle of
Coast Mountains – including big tree forests, slide-alder jungle, peaks and glaciers
– which was designated provincial park
way back in 1927. Located only 70 kilometres from Vancouver’s city centre, the
park protects a whopping 1,950 square kilometres of some of the most rugged and
awe-inspiring landscapes to be found anywhere on Earth.

Wild nature is at the heart of Vancouver’s
personality. From Stanley Park to the waters of the Salish Sea to the North Shore
peaks, to the fabulous Sea to Sky country
to the mountains and rivers of the Fraser
Valley, nature forms the backdrop to our
daily lives.

Park managers have provided a network of
trails and managed campsites on the west
of the park, accessed from the Sea to Sky
highway and centred around popular destinations such as Garibaldi Lake and Cheakamus Lake. But the majority of the park
remains unmanaged, with no trails, signs,
campsites, bridges or any other infrastructure what-so-ever.

In early August a friend and I set off on a
backpacking trip to Garibaldi Provincial
Park – which is a very Vancouver kind of
thing to do.

Because Garibaldi is so huge, so rugged,
and its vegetation so dense, much of the

park is a seldom visited off-trail adventure
paradise.
We started our backpack on the quiet east
side of Garibaldi, at the end of the Fire Lake
road which snakes up Fire Creek from the
Lillooet River Valley near the north end of
Harrison Lake.
From the time we left the road and entered
the forest, until we returned a week later
we didn’t see another human being. We
were half a day travel from the city and
we had this spectacular wilderness to ourselves – that’s the nature of living in Metro
Vancouver.
Just because we didn’t see anyone, doesn’t
mean we travelled alone. The mountains
and valleys here are full of spirits if you
know how to look. The entire country we
travelled through is the unceeded territory
of St-at-imc communities of the Lillooet
Valley. Looking down from the ridge we
were backpacking up, we could see a wetland at the end of Glacier Lake that had
been used for generations as a source of
food plants for the nearby villages. Snowcap Creek, which drains into Glacier Lake,
gives access to ancient travel and hunting
routes.
We had started our travels in a thick tangle
of mossy fallen logs, devil’s club, sword
ferns and ancient yellow cedars, but by the
end of the day were in a wide open meadow of heather bisected by a little sparkling
stream. As the days progressed we passed
countless lakes and ponds fed by the melting summer snowfields.
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One thing that saddened us was the lack of
grizzly bear sign – no footprints or ground
that had been dug up hunting for roots or
marmots could be seen. At one time this

would have been prime grizzly bear habitat, but a century and a half of guns and
habitat destruction in the valley bottoms
have almost wiped out the grizzlies of
Garibaldi Park.
There is cause for hope though. In 2013,
“Power,” a female grizzly bear had taken
up residence in the upper Pitt River Valley,
which flows from the wild heart of Garibaldi provincial Park. If Power persists, her
offspring could spark a growing grizzly extended family within Garibaldi Provincial
Park.
Roosevelt elk, once common in the valleys
of Garibaldi, had been hunted to extinction. But a recently reintroduced herd is
doing well in the upper Pitt Valley and has
even attracted wolves into the area.
With some luck and careful land-use planning around Garibaldi Provincial Park, we
could see the elk, wolves, and grizzlies
return to health just in time for my grandkids to live their own adventures on the
wild edge of Vancouver.
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